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Executive Summary
More space for meetings, activities, and storage--There are 46 active committees and groups in the
church and they need more space for meetings, activities and storage. They need better access to Information
Technology and Audio/Visual equipment and they are overburdened, both physically and temporally, by the
need to continuously setup and tear down rooms to suit their requirements, move equipment from one area of
the campus to another and into and out of storage rooms located far away from their activities. There are
significant barriers to successful programming and yet they somehow manage to develop and host an incredible
array of events and activities. It requires us to ask ourselves, “What could they do if they have better space and
access to technology?”
Many shared space conflicts--We were able to identify 116 activities and events, some of which repeat
several or even many times throughout the year and some are mentioned by several groups. As you may
imagine, this level of activity results in conflicts for space and overcrowding. In fact, 72 percent of the
committees and groups reported 1 to 5 or more shared space conflicts each year. Most of the conflicts involved
the Great Room, Library, and Lobby and were either scheduling conflicts or conflicts due to proximity to noisy
activities. In some instances, groups occasionally changed the time or location of their regularly scheduled
activities in order to avoid conflicts with other groups; in other words, they voluntarily gave up their preferred
time and location to avoid conflicts.
Inadequate meeting space--The Great Room, Library and Lobby are prime meeting spaces, while RE
classrooms are much less desirable because they are cramped, furniture is not comfortable, and ventilation and
temperature are poorly controlled. People using the Great Room for classes and meetings complain about the
acoustics of the room and the fact that it’s a pass-through and far from private; it’s noisy and busy. It goes
without saying that if there are meetings in an RE classroom or the Great Room, then these spaces are not being
used for children’s activities, and ultimately, it’s our children who will grow the church.
The Library is in the greatest demand, although there are a number of issues with the space. It is a passthrough, which means meetings and classes can be interrupted when people come into the space to use the
copier or looking for other meetings – and why wouldn’t they, when there are signs clearly stating it is the
“office.” Other complaints about the space include poor ventilation and temperature control and most
importantly, lack of privacy. Many people who think the library is good meeting space miss a significant point –
the library is not really meant to be meeting space, it’s just the best that we have available at this time.
Inadequate privacy for meetings--Privacy challenges were stated as a problem by several committees
and the minister. It is difficult to conduct private conversations about finances, personnel issues, or in the case
of ministerial counseling, very sensitive and private personal issues.
Lack of space is a barrier to program development--Groups were asked to identify special
requirements. Overall, there is a need for more space. Meeting rooms, fellowship space, sanctuary, lobby,
gallery, office space, and kitchens are perceived as undersized for the congregation, which averages 145-150
people on campus every Sunday. Lack of space, inadequate equipment, and a substandard kitchen are barriers
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to committees who wish to expand their programming: Religious Education, Fellowship, Social Action, and
Membership, to name a few.
Inadequate storage space--Another widespread need is for more storage space, preferably dedicated to
single groups and secured so that only a designated group or person has access to the space. UUCLC has what
might be called a “creeping storage problem.” For example, most of the closets in the RE Building classrooms
have been overtaken by committees or groups with very little space left for their intended use—classroom
supplies. Many committees also have a desire for adequate, dedicated filing cabinets for their supplies, reports,
and archives.
More and better designed spaces throughout--In summary, there is great need for more and better
designed spaces that are dedicated to specific purposes. The committees and groups believe they, and the
church, could benefit by taking greater advantage of Information and Audio/Visual technology to streamline and
enhance meetings, adult and children’s classes, Roundtable, and worship. The congregation and wider
community could benefit by well-designed fellowship, meeting spaces, and a commercial kitchen.
The responses of the committees and groups reflect what we learned from the Long-Range Plan and the
Dream Summit that “Retaining and integrating new members is a vital activity and prime opportunity to secure
the future,” [and we need to] “Remove barriers to growth…The church allows growth to happen by removing
impediments such as inadequate sanctuary space, inadequate parking, and too few services…”

Introduction
This is a study of all the committees and groups that use church buildings and grounds. Its purpose is to
identify space issues and how they impact the business of the church and its programs. MNK Architects asked
the Master Site Plan Work Group to assemble these data to help them better understand how the church
operates and to what degree the built spaces and grounds impact committees and groups.
The Master Site Plan (MSP) Work Group was assembled and approved by the Board of Trustees in April
2015 and its first meeting was held April 22. MSP Work Group members are: Susan Bagby, Tom Dormody, Haney
Pearson, Lyn Pearson, Marie Sauter, Rod Sauter, and Susan Wells. Lyn Pearson is the chair of the group.
Lyn and Haney Pearson were responsible for data transcription, analyses and report preparation with
oversight and editing by the Master Site Plan Work Group.

Methodology
At its first meeting, the work group reviewed MNK Architect’s contract proposal and determined it
would need to collect programming data about church committees and other groups. A subsequent meeting
with MNK in El Paso confirmed this and the group began to assemble information about conducting
requirements analyses.
The first step was to decide on the method for collecting data: we decided to use survey forms and
follow-up interviews, if necessary. The group began developing a survey questionnaire and later decided that
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two questionnaires were required; one for the congregation and staff members and a second one for
committees and groups.

The questions
The Master Site Plan Space Use Questionnaire for Groups (appendix A) concentrates on the opinions of
members of church committees and groups. It establishes some basic information: Name of the group and the
names of group members participating in the survey.
Each group was asked to state the frequency with which they experienced conflicts for church space.
These conflicts resulted from attempting to schedule the same meeting or activity spaces at the same time or
using spaces that were in too close proximity to one another. An example of the latter would be when worship
services are being conducted at the same time the Gallery Committee is setting up for a show opening. The
groups were also asked to identify the activities that are, or were, in conflict with their own activities. In some
instances, a group noted that it had changed the time or location of its regularly scheduled activity in order to
avoid conflicts with other groups; i.e., they gave up their preferred time and location for their activity.
Groups were asked to identify all of the meetings, activities, and events for which they are responsible,
as well as the frequency, day and time, and location of each activity. Furthermore, they were asked to state how
many people were participating in the activity now, in five years, and in ten years. It is interesting to note the
varying opinions of church growth that can be extrapolated from these data.
Four questions were asked about the needs for each group: 1) special requirements for meetings,
activities, and events, 2) activities that should not be in proximity to one another, 3) storage requirements, and
4) the need for shared equipment; i.e., equipment that must be ported from one part of the campus to another
or taken out of and returned to storage.
Finally, groups were asked to answer this question, “Life would be perfect if our committee or group had
meeting, activity, or special event space that could be used for…” The answers to this question were variable;
some committees expressed their wishes and dreams, while other expressed their general frustrations about
barriers to performing their work.

Survey universe and response rate
The initial survey universe was 52 staff members, governance groups, committees, fundraising,
fellowship, work/study, and “contract” groups. 1 During data collection, we discovered that 6 groups were no
longer viable, reducing the universe to 46 (appendix B). Forty-three groups responded to the survey, 3 did not
respond2, making the overall response rate 93 percent.

1

Contract groups are those that we invite to use church property because they conduct important outreach programs that
fulfill the mission of the church. Examples are: Navigators, NAMI, meditation and Tai Chi groups, and so on.
2
Two children’s playgroups and miscellaneous sales (resale and Christmas sales).
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When reasonable to do so, committee and groups included as many members as they could in the
survey process. This ensured a broad range of opinions and resulted in very informative and interesting
responses to the questionnaire.

Data collection
Both survey questionnaires were made available on paper and electronically. Questionnaires were given
to the congregation after Sunday service beginning June 7. The response closeout date was Tuesday, July 14.
The committees and groups questionnaires were delivered personally to each group by members of the
MSP Work Group. The questionnaire was reviewed with the group with emphasis on its importance to the
master site plan project. Of the 46 identified functioning groups, 43 submitted completed forms. All
percentages mentioned in this analysis are based upon the 43 received survey forms.

Data Transcription
In order to facilitate data analysis, all of the forms were transcribed and the raw data are included in this
report. It was not always easy to read the handwriting of so many individuals and it was very helpful when a
group chose to use the online questionnaire. Nevertheless, in some cases a group might include comments to
one question that really addressed another question. When that occurred, the comments were moved so that
responses remained consistent across all survey forms and occasionally, all or part of a response might have
been intentionally duplicated because it answered multiple questions. In other cases, a group’s response might
not be clear to MNK Architects and words or phrases were sometimes added to clarify it – those words and
phrases are denoted by square brackets [ ].

Data Highlights
The Committees and Groups questionnaire was comprised of two demographic questions, one
quantifiable question, a table of events and activities, and 6 questions that were entirely in essay format. This
made the data very difficult to quantify and interpretation is required to extract meaningful information. For
example, some groups said they needed more storage but did not explain what would be stored. Others were
very exact in their storage requirements. Storage needs were sometimes stated both as Special Requirements
and Storage Requirements. Audio/Visual (A/V) equipment showed up as a Special Requirement, a Storage
Requirement, or as Shared Equipment. Moreover, A/V might be expressed as A/V, audio visual, flat screen,
projector, or other similar equipment.
In addition to the above issues, information was often duplicated or implied. For example: “The shared
video equipment was removed, since then, when needed, a member of our group needs to bring her personal
desktop computer, so Ann Nalls’ DVD of the Tai Chi forms can be viewed by the whole group present.” The
implied need is access to Audio/Visual equipment.

Meetings, Activities, and Events
We were able to identify 116 activities and events, some of which repeat several or even many times
throughout the year and some are mentioned by several groups; for example, the minister, music director, and
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chair of Sunday Services Committee all address worship activities; the Council and several committees cite
Ingathering as an activity, so it is difficult to determine exactly how many unique activities are taking place on
the church campus. A good estimate is that there are between 90 and 100 unique activities but even this does
not clearly express how often the campus and its buildings are used because some activities occur several times
a week, weekly, bi-weekly, monthly, quarterly or annually. The clearest picture of campus activity is shown by
the church calendar that is on the Internet at https://public.serviceu.com/Calendar/?OrgKey=bb25ddf7-404846e2-b812-97279ee94d6b&rendermode=standard. A single month’s image may be viewed on the next page.
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As you may imagine, this level of activity results in conflicts for space and overcrowding. In fact, 72
percent of the committees and groups reported 1 to 5 or more shared space conflicts each year.
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A number of activities occur weekly: worship, roundtable, coffee and conversation [coffee hour] before
and after services, and religious education classes for youth. While some committees use terms like: as needed,
as required, ad hoc and occasionally, on the whole, activities occur on fairly routine schedules.
A few activities occur several times a month, weekly, or even several times a week: Navigators, play
groups, NAMI Connection Support, Tai Chi, meditation, bridge, and Adult Enrichment classes that run on a
semester basis.
There are 20 activities that occur once a month; for example, Board of Trustees and Council meetings,
committee meetings, children’s chapel, the minister’s inquiry sessions, Tombaugh Gallery receptions.

Space Conflicts
Thirty-one of the groups (72 percent) reported space conflicts and there is a long list of conflicting
activities. However, the spaces underlying the conflicts are consistent. The RE Great Room and the Library are
the two most desirable spaces and therefore, more conflicts involve these rooms. Based on comments from the
committees and groups, there is a stated need for more private, better sized and properly equipped meeting
space.
While the Library is desirable space, it comes with its own set of problem. It is a pass-through space so
meetings and classes are often interrupted by people coming and going to the office, the minister’s office, and
the copier. The Library is not private and is a poor choice for meetings concerning personnel or other sensitive
issues (“We typically meet in the Library. Occasionally other events are going on in there, or people are working
proximal to the Library (associated offices) that affect our privacy”).
There are several programs that require the entire campus, which disrupts meetings and activities that
normally occur during these events. Peace Village Camp dominates the entire campus one or two weeks during
the summer – depending on whether the camp is held for one or two weeks. Preparations for the Chocoholic
Frolic, which is an annual fundraising event, use the RE Great Room and Kitchen for about two weeks in October.
The annual Auction, the most significant fundraising event of the year, uses all of the buildings for a single block
of time, Thursday through Saturday night, during one week in April. It should be noted that while the Auction
and Chocoholic Frolic are our two largest fund raisers, they, along with Peace Camp, are also viewed as outreach
to our larger community. The final campus-wide event is the August Ingathering when many members return
from summer vacations and our normal 2-service worship schedule begins.
Both Facilities and Morning Tai Chi reported that they are in conflict with each other, which may seem
puzzling. The conflict is likely due to noise created by facilities work in proximity to Tai Chi. This could mean
lawn-mowing, vacuuming RE classrooms, or a number of other things.
Eight groups reported that they never have conflicts, but some of them schedule their event well in
advance or choose a time and space they feel will not be in conflict (“We have never been bumped from the
space, probably because we book the space well in advance”).
Two groups did not know if they had any conflicts and two others did not respond to the question.
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Special Requirements
As one would expect with 116 activities, there are plenty of Special Requirements and some show up
repeatedly.


















Sanctuary – wide enough to accommodate many worship arts; e.g., music, drama, dance,
children’s presentations
Good performance space in front of sanctuary
Proper audio visual space at back of sanctuary
Private meeting rooms
Real conference room(s) with a permanent meeting table and chairs
Meeting rooms that are both attractive and accessible
Efficient meeting space with adequate furniture, WiFi, equipment to project information on a
computer screen
Designated [facilities] workshop with a work bench
Private space while working on financial records
Ample, secure storage spaces dedicated to committees, groups, or staff
Handy storage for coats, chairs, tables
Audio/Visual (A/V) equipment and access to WiFi
Kitchenette: preparing and serving snacks
Commercial kitchen
Good lighting
Adequate temperature control and ventilation in all rooms in all buildings
Child-sized facilities such as sinks, drinking fountains and toilets

The most consistent requirement is a desire for more and/or private space followed by requests for
storage and Audio/Visual equipment. The storage requests often mentions secure file storage and secure
storage closets, which are not to be confused with requests for coat racks and/or coat closet space.
Audio/Visual requests usually spoke of A/V or sound equipment but there other requests for flat
screens, recording equipment, projectors, and CD/DVD capability.
Many groups and committees prefer to meet in spaces that are not subject to interruption; i.e., not in
pass-through spaces such as the Lobby, Library and RE Great Room, which coincidentally are the most heavily
used meeting spaces on the campus. Private meeting space refers to the need for privacy during finance,
personnel, Committee on Ministry meetings, the minister’s private counseling sessions, National Alliance on
Mental Health support groups and classes, and other activities that should occur without a chance of work
materials being seen or conversations being overheard.
Seven committees and groups requested access to A/V technology: the Board of Trustees, Council, LongRange Planning, Membership, Social Action, Sunday Services, and Roundtable. These requests were not
necessarily for the groups themselves, but rather for programs they run throughout the campus. For example,
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Membership would like A/V setups in the church Lobby and somewhere in the Religious Education Building so
that services can be heard in those locations. This is particularly important for large memorial services.
The Council needs a flat screen and computer for their monthly meetings and currently must bring the
flat screen from another location to the meeting room and spend time fiddling with connecting someone's
laptop to the screen. At the end of the meeting, everything must be broken down and the screen returned to its
normal storage area. This sort of barrier to efficiently run meetings is common.
Some groups specifically mentioned that they required tables, not all the same size, and comfortable
seating or chairs.
Several of the groups require food prep, snack prep, coffee prep, or a small kitchen area. Whether this
means that they expect “kitchenettes” in all of our buildings or that they wish to have a small space, such as a
snack room with counter space, sink, electrical outlets, small fridge, and a microwave oven is not plain. The
requests for a large commercial kitchen were both plain and implied. The implied references listed the need to
store a whole range of specialized equipment that one might expect to be in a large, commercial kitchen.
Heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC), were alluded to several times, whether by the
acronym or spelled out in statements similar to these;



“Space to do form – especially the sword form – ceiling height, electricity, climate control”
“We need … good acoustics, comfortable seating, tables, good – but gentle lighting, access to a
kitchenette for snacks, comfortable HVAC with accessible controls, and good ventilation.”

Requirements for internet access or WiFi were often accompanied by requests for an adequate number
of electrical outlets and/or accessible electrical outlets; and good, gentle, or adequate lighting.
There were only five events with Special Requirements that specifically addressed the size and/or shape
of the Sanctuary, but all of the Religious Education events specified the need for more child height facilities.
There were many more Special Requirements, but those enumerated above were the most consistently
mentioned.

Activities That Should Not be in Proximity
Thirty-three of the forty-three groups responding to the survey reported that there were activities that
should be far away from their events or that they themselves should be far away from any other events that
may occur at the same time.




The Social Action Committee commented “For the monthly meetings – no. For the Open Meetings;
childcare, cookies and conversation [coffee hour], and other committee meetings should be far away
from the Open Meetings.”
CUUPS stated “… We are loud and as long as we are not double booked with a group needing quiet,
there has not been a problem.”
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Most of the specific comments indicated that groups needed to be distanced from children’s activities or
interruptions of any kind.




“Services: Sanctuary needs good soundproofing to minimize exterior noise from the street and loud
talking in the Lobby or near the Sanctuary. …”
“Confidentiality is important. So quiet, separated space.”
“Excessive noise from outside sources such as traffic, passing outdoor conversations, etc.”

The other three categories named or inferred were other committee meetings, space limitations, and Tai Chi.

Storage Requirements
There is great and wide-ranging need for a variety of storage; for example:




Dedicated and secure storage for:
o Private or sensitive files, archives, normal program files
o Bulky equipment, A/V equipment, or other items that need to be protected from theft or use by
unauthorized individuals
o Information Technology equipment
o Personal belongings: coats, jackets, purses
o Gallery equipment and supplies – large pedestals, glass display cases
o Choir materials and clothing – adornments, rhythm instruments, music
o Shrine and other materials for meditation groups and Tai Chi
o NAMI, Navigators, and other “contract” groups – signs, class materials, crafting supplies, mats
o Hazardous materials (such as those used by Facilities – paints, cleaning supplies, garden
supplies)
o Yard and other waste before it’s moved to a recycling facility
o Auction and resale items
Convenient storage for:
o Tables and chairs
o Flip charts and stands
o Hymnals
o Chalice table and other religious accoutrements
o Kitchen and serving equipment – pots, pans, flatware, dishes, linens
o Cleaning and bathroom supplies and equipment
o Signs, t-shirts, booklets, posters, church brochures
o Classroom supplies for education and crafts

Shared Equipment
Seventy-nine percent of the 43 groups responding to the survey say that they share A/V equipment with
other groups. Tables (21 groups), chairs (19 groups), Internet WiFi (9 groups), and kitchen equipment (6 groups)
were also listed as shared. To a lesser extent flip charts, dry erase boards, ladders and other outdoor equipment,
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and child-sized chairs and tables were also listed. Oddly, only 4 groups mentioned the copier. Much of the listed
equipment must be moved from one location to another within the campus.


All of this equipment is shared by many programs and some of it must be brought from home or other
areas of the church.

Life would be perfect if our committee or group had meeting, activity or special
event space that could be used for…
This section expresses both wishes and dreams expressed by the groups and is therefore often specific
to a committee or activity, often the group expresses ideas that would make the church more inviting, easier to
access, and better able to accommodate more people and programs. It is not possible to quantify the
comments in any meaningful way, so it’s worth the time to review all of them.
Overall, the statements in this section express a broad desire for: More space, storage, fellowship space,
better and bigger kitchen facilities, more shaded, attractive and functional outdoor spaces that are easier to
maintain, more space for worship both indoors and outdoors, more and better equipped meeting spaces,
worship, classroom and storage spaces dedicated to our children,
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Detailed Questionnaire Data
Meetings, Activities, Events by Committees and Groups
Activity or Event

Frequency
from
questionnaire

Estimated
days each
year

Day & Time

Number of People
Now
5
10
years
years

Location

Paid staff
Minister
1. Worship services

Rev Sue Redfern-Campbell’s comments are attached to this report as Appendix A
52

2. Memorial services

As required

4

3. Memorial receptions

As required

4

4. Pastoral counseling

As required

-

Monthly

9

13

Weekly

5. Inquiry Group
Meetings
6. Meetings

Periodically (58 per month)

Sun, 9 -10
am
10:30-11:30
am
Any day but
generally Sat
or Sun
afternoons
Generally Sat
or Sun
afternoons
Any day and
time
st
1 Sun, noon
During
business
hours, day
and time
varies

75-90

150

200

Sanctuary (figures estimated by
Chair of Membership and are
totals for both services)

30-100

30-100

30-100

Sanctuary

30-100

30-100

30-100

Lobby & Gallery (occasionally)
RE Great Room (normally)

1-2

1-2

1-2

Minister’s Office

5

5

5

5

5

5

Minister’s Office (note, minister is
off 3 months each year)
Minister’s Office, 5 people is a
crowd given the space
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Meetings, Activities, Events by Committees and Groups
Activity or Event

7. Classes

Frequency
from
questionnaire

Estimated
days each
year

Periodically

-

Day & Time

Location

14

5-10

5-10

5-10

Generally in the Library

Office Manager

1

2

3

Sexton

1

2

2

[Estimated numbers by Lyn
Pearson and excludes volunteer
workers]
[Estimated numbers by Lyn
Pearson and excludes volunteer
workers]

Music Director
Religious Education
Director
1. Sunday school

2. RE Committee
meetings (see RE
Committee below)
3. Children’s Chapel
4. Navigators (see
below)
5. Play group

After
business
hours

Number of People
Now
5
10
years
years

Music Director is included in “Choir & Music Team” further down in this table

Weekly

52

Monthly

52

Monthly

12

Every 2 weeks

26

2x a week

104

Every,
Sunday 9noon
Sun, Noon-2
pm

40

80

120

All class rooms in RE Building and
[outside]

8

8

8

RE Building classroom

1st Sun,
10:30 am
Wed & Sat,
5:30-8 pm
Wed & Fri,
3:30-6 pm

40

80

120

RE Great Room

20

30

50

15

30

40

Classrooms, Great Room and
[outside]
RE Building and [outside]
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Meetings, Activities, Events by Committees and Groups
Frequency
from
questionnaire

Estimated
days each
year

6. Play group

Weekly

52

7. Violin lessons
8. Yoga (for all ages)

Weekly
Weekly

?
?

Activity or Event

Day & Time

Number of People
Now
5
10
years
years

Wed, 9 am –
noon
Mon, 5-8 pm
Thurs, 4-5
pm

Location

15

10

20

30

RE Building and [outside]

15
20

15
20

15
20

RE classroom
RE Great Room

3rd Wed, 6-9
pm
Dec Sun,
noon-3 pm
Jan Sun,
noon-3 pm
Sun, noon-2
pm
2 days

11

11

11

Library

75

100

150

Sanctuary - now

75

100

150

Sanctuary - now

50

75

100

Sanctuary - now

11

11

11

Off-site this year BUT would be
available to other groups [for
retreats] if we had suitable space

2nd Wed, 6-8
pm
rd
3 Sun, Aug

10-15

15-20

25

RE Building green classroom

120

150

200

Entire campus

Governance
Board of Trustees
9. Board meetings
10. [Congregational]
budget meeting
11. [Congregational]
voting
12. [Congregational]
non-voting meetings
13. Board retreat [on- or
off-site]
Council
14. Council meetings
15. Ingathering

Monthly

12

Annual

1

Annual

1

2-3 x per year

3

Annual

2

Monthly

1

Annual

1
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Meetings, Activities, Events by Committees and Groups
Activity or Event

Frequency
from
questionnaire

Estimated
days each
year

Day & Time

Number of People
Now
5
10
years
years

Location

Committees
Adult Enrichment (AE,
education for adults)
16. Committee meeting
17. Classes

16

n/a
2x per year,
Spring & Fall –
8-9 classes per
semester

-

n/a
Mostly week
nights (7 pm
is most
popular
time), some
Saturdays,
some
weekday
afternoons

1
60

4
85

4
105

n/a
When possible, in Library; have
taken place in other locations too

Caring
18. Committee meeting

Every 2 months

6

3rd Wed Jan,
Mar, May,
Jul, Sep, Nov
3 pm

6-8

6-8

6-8

Library

Committee on Ministry
(COM)
19. Committee meeting

Monthly

12

3rd Thur, 5
pm (but we
deviate as

6

8

8

Currently in the Library (a more
confidential area is desired)
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Meetings, Activities, Events by Committees and Groups
Activity or Event

Frequency
from
questionnaire

Estimated
days each
year

Day & Time

Number of People
Now
5
10
years
years

Location

schedules
required)
Communications Outreach
(COMMO)
20. Committee meeting

6

4

10

10

Library

Annual

1

120

132

144

Entire campus

No regular
committee
meetings
1 day per
month with a
group and
extra, extra
days for
individuals
As needed

-

-

-

-

-

12

2nd Sat, 9 am

4-5

8-10

16-20

Campus grounds

Varies

-

Varies

Varies

Varies

Varies (indoors and outdoors)

17

6x per year

21. Ingathering

Facilities
22. Committee meetings

23. Landscape clean up
days

24. Special needs
projects

Jan, Mar,
May, Jul,
Sep, Nov
1st Mon, 56:30 pm
3rd Sun in
August,
11:30 am –
1:30 pm
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Meetings, Activities, Events by Committees and Groups
Frequency
from
questionnaire

Estimated
days each
year

Day & Time

We “meet”
during every
activity of the
church that
requires our
support

Varies

-

3-4

10

10-15

Every church facility

Monthly

12

12

2

4

4

Campus-wide

Monthly (more
if necessary)

12

Varies

4-6

6-10

8-10

Varies

Fellowship and Hospitality
28. Committee meetings
29. Sunday coffee hour

None
Weekly

52

3
40-80

3
100-150

3
150-200

RE Great Room or Lobby

30. Sunday coffee hour

Weekly

52

40-80

100-150

150-200

RE Great Room or Lobby

31. Seder luncheon

Annual

1

1
Sun, 8:3010:30 am
Sun, 10:30
am – Noon
Passover
Sunday

65-75
(would
have up
to 125 if

200

225-250

Currently in RE Great Room

Activity or Event

Audio Visual (subgroup
of Facilities)
25. Committee meetings

18
Information Technology
(subgroup of Facilities)
26. Committee meetings
Church Aesthetics
27. Committee meetings

Number of People
Now
5
10
years
years

Location
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Meetings, Activities, Events by Committees and Groups
Activity or Event

Frequency
from
questionnaire

Estimated
days each
year

Day & Time

Number of People
Now
5
10
years
years

Location

we had
space)
32. Easter Lunch

19

33. Social Action Open
Lunch
34. Congregational
Meeting Lunch
(budget & voting)
35. Thanksgiving

36. Memorial services

37. Christmas Eve
reception
38. Yule reception
39. New Year’s Eve
reception
Finance

Annual

1

Quarterly

4

2x per year

2

Annual

1

Several times a
year

4

Annual

1

Annual
Annual

1
1

Easter
Sunday
Sunday,
Noon
Dec, Jan
11:30 amNoon
Sun before
Thanksgiving
11:30 am –
1:30 pm
As
scheduled,
usually on a
Sat
afternoon
Dec 24, as
scheduled
Varies
Dec 31, as
scheduled

120-175

150-225

200-300

RE Great Room and classrooms

50-150

50-150

50-150

RE Great Room

50-150

100-150

150-225

RE Great Room or Lobby

50-150
50-150

100-150
100-150

150-225
150-225

RE Great Room or Lobby
RE Great Room or Lobby
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Meetings, Activities, Events by Committees and Groups

20

Activity or Event

Frequency
from
questionnaire

Estimated
days each
year

40. Committee meeting

Monthly

12

41. Regular office work

Weekly

52

42. Congregational
Budget Meetings
43. Stewardship Drive
gathering
44. Entertainment for
Stewardship Drive
45. Ingathering

Annual

2

Annual

1

2nd Thur, 79:30 pm
During office
hours, 10 am
– 2 pm
Dec, Sun
noon-3 pm
Sep or Oct

Annual

1

Annual

1

46. Fundraisers (yard
sale)
47. Raffle sales, truffle
sales, displays(?)

Annual

1

Any time

5

Monthly

12

Stewardship (subgroup
of Finance)
48. Committee meeting

Day & Time

Number of People
Now
5
10
years
years

Location

5

7

7

RE Great Room

2

2

2

Office Manager’s space

80

100

120

Sanctuary

80

120

200

Great Room or outdoors

Sep or Oct

10

10

10

Stage or shaded outdoor area

3rd Sun in
August,
11:30 am –
1:30 pm
Sat, 7am – 1
pm
Any
gathering

100

150

250

Entire campus

100

150

250

Entire campus

2

2

2

Great Room [appears to be
counting committee members in
attendance not total attendees]

1st Tue, 4-6
pm

9

9

9

RE Building, red classroom
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Meetings, Activities, Events by Committees and Groups
Frequency
from
questionnaire

Estimated
days each
year

Annual

1

Sun, both
services

100

150

200

Sanctuary

Annual

1

May be on
or off site

100

150

200

Campus or somewhere off site

Monthly

12

4th Sun,

11

11

11

Gallery or Lobby

Monthly

12

Varies

Varies

Varies

Gallery

53. Opening receptions

Monthly

12

Wed, Thu,
Fri,
10am – 2 pm
Usually 1st
Sun of
month
11:30-1:30

30-40

?

?

Gallery and Lobby

54. Docent training
55. Special events such
as talks relating to
the exhibit
Leadership Development
56. Committee meetings

Annual
Occasionally

1
-

4-5
20-30

?
?

?
?

Gallery
Gallery or Sanctuary

Monthly

12

9*

9*

9*

*Number now determined by
bylaws. If that changes, the
committee might grow.

Activity or Event

21

49. Annual worship
service but would like
to do more
50. Stewardship kickoff
event (see Finance
above)
Gallery
51. Committee
meetings
52. Gallery exhibits

Day & Time

Usually in
evening

3rd Tue, 4 pm

Number of People
Now
5
10
years
years

Location
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Meetings, Activities, Events by Committees and Groups
Activity or Event

57. Ingathering

22

58. Welcome /
Appreciation /
Indoctrination of new
and old leaders
(planned for early in
the year, following
elections)
59. Leadership Support
(planned) May take
form of workshop or
class
Long-Range Planning (LRP)
60. Committee meetings
61. Roundtable
presentation
Membership

Frequency
from
questionnaire

Estimated
days each
year

Day & Time

Annual

1

Annual

1

3rd Sunday in
August 11:30
am – 1:30
pm
January, TBA

TBA

-

TBA

Every 3 months
Annual

4
1

Unknown
Sunday
morning,
10:30 am

Number of People
Now
5
10
years
years

Location

120

132

144

Meet in the Library or RE Building,
orange classroom
[entire campus]

3
25

6
30

6
30

Any available meeting space
Library
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Meetings, Activities, Events by Committees and Groups

23

Activity or Event

Frequency
from
questionnaire

Estimated
days each
year

62. Committee meetings

Monthly

12

63. Ingathering

Annual

1

64. Elderberries
luncheons

2x a year,
February &
September
Every day

2

65. Welcome tables

66. We are UU classes
for people
considering church
membership
67. New Member
Sundays
68. Greeter classes

365

Day & Time

3rd Tue, 57:30 pm
3rd Sunday in
August 11:30
am – 1:30
pm
Mon 11:30
am – 2:00
pm
Always
available

Number of People
Now
5
10
years
years

Location

15

15

15

Library

120

150

200

Entire campus

60

70

80

RE Kitchen and Great Room

80

88

96

2x a year,
March &
September

2

Sat 8:45-4:00
pm

28

30

32

2x a year,
March &
September
2x a year, dates
flexible

2

Sunday, 9
am & 10:30
am services
Sunday 10
am & 11:30
am (after
services)

14

16

17

Est # of people being served at our
welcome tables, which are in the
Lobby and RE Great Room
Est people served by 2 classes,
which are in the Library, Lobby, RE
Great Room, whatever is available
and right-sized
Sanctuary & RE Great Room

15

17

18

Lobby

2
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Meetings, Activities, Events by Committees and Groups
Frequency
from
questionnaire

Estimated
days each
year

Annual in Aug,
Sep or Oct

1

Saturday, 47 pm

20

22

24

Private home, but would have on
campus if there were a Kitchen
and BBQ area to handle, not to
mention attractive outdoor
seating areas

Monthly

12

11

14

14

71. RE classes (counts
include children and
teachers)
72. Special events (New
Year’s Eve party,
Christmas party,
Easter egg hunt)

Weekly

52

1st Sun,
11:45-1:30
Sun, 9 &
10:30 am

52

69

87

RE Building (meeting in one room,
childcare throughout the building)
RE Building & playground

Annual

1

Varies

30-45
children
plus
accompan
ying
adults

45-60
children
plus
accompa
nying
adults

60-75
children
plus
accompa
nying
adults

Entirety of RE Building and
playground

73. Fundraisers (juniorsenior youth meals)

Several times a
year

-

125-150

250-300

300-325

Currently in RE Great Room

74. Children’s worship
(outdoors, includes
teachers)

Several times a
year

-

Typically
Sunday
lunches,
11:30-1:00
Sun

45

60

75

Lawn, labyrinth, or sacred space in
“cactus patch”

Activity or Event

69. UU Reunion Dinner
(currently held offsite)

24

Religious Education (RE,
for youth and children)
70. Committee meetings

Day & Time

Number of People
Now
5
10
years
years

Location
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75. Yoga

Weekly

-

76. Violin classes

Weekly

-

77. “1-Shot”
craft/activity classes

Weekly

Monthly

Social Action (SAC)
78. Committee meeting

25

79. Open meeting with
luncheon
Sunday Services
80. Committee meetings

Jun, July,
Aug
Thurs, 4 pm
Mon, 3-7
pm

8-10

12

Jun, July,
Aug
Fri, 3:30 pm

8-10

10-15

15-20

RE Great Room

12

1st Tue, 12:30 pm
Sun, 11:45
am – 1:30
pm

8-12

8-12

8-12

Library

25-80

50-125

75-150

RE Great Room and/or Sanctuary
and Lobby

11

11

11

60-100

75-150

110-175

15

20-30

20-30

Library, Minister’s Office, or
Metropolitan Deli
Sanctuary, Lobby, courtyard
between Library and Gallery
One service from 4th week in May
through 2nd week in August
Lobby and Sanctuary

40-95

60-100

110-175

Lobby, Sanctuary, outdoors,
sometimes the entire campus

2-4

2-4

2-4

We have met in classrooms,
Lobby, Sanctuary

Quarterly

Monthly

12

81. Regular Sunday
worship

Weekly

52

82. Worship-related
workshops

2x per year

2

83. Special worship
services

5x per year

5

Ad hoc basis

-

Welcoming Congregation
84. Committee meetings

3rd Sun, 12-2
pm
Sun, 9-10
am and
10:30-11:30
am
Sat, 9-1:00
or
Sun 12-1:30
Variesrelated to
the
celebration
n/a

15-20

25-30

7-10

Currently in RE Great Room

RE Building, blue classroom
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85. Adult education
classes

Bi-weekly as
scheduled

-

-

12-15

12-15

12-15

Classrooms or Sanctuary

Fundraising
Auction
86. Planning meetings

26

87. Most important
fundraising project
(earns $16-$18
thousand dollars)
Chocoholic Frolic
88. Significant
fundraising project

Varies by
proximity to
auction date
Annual

12

Sun, 12-1:30
pm

15

15

15

Library
Number of meetings is estimated

1

Apr, Sat, 4-9
pm

120

150

200

All buildings
(count includes volunteers)

Annual

7

Late Oct, 7
am – 5 pm

6-12

6-12

6-12

RE Great Room and Kitchen
[team sizes vary by what is being
cooked or packaged
]

Sanctuary, occasionally Lobby and
worship room, which is used for
storing music
Days are estimated and include
special services
Sanctuary
Days are estimated and include
special services

Fellowship
Choir & Music Team
89. Choir rehearsal

90. Choir warm-up

91. Music Team
92. Rehearsal
preparation:
selecting & gathering

Weekly in AugMay

40

Tue, 6:458:30 pm

20

25

25-30

Weekly in AugMay

40

20

25

25-30

2x per year

2

6

8

8

Sanctuary

Weekly

40

Sun, 8:158:45am
10:2010:30am
Sun, 12-1:00
pm
Tue, 6-6:46
pm

1-5

2-5

2-5

Sanctuary and worship room
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music; rehearsing
soloists; rehearsing
small groups [of
musicians]
93. Worship services

Weekly

40

Occasionally

-

Monthly

12

96. Mabon

Annual

1

97. Yule

Annual

1

98. Beltane

Annual

1

99. Auction Divini-tea

Annual

1

Every 2 weeks

26

-

-

Weekly

52

Occasionally

-

94. Special events
(concerts)
CUUPS
95. Regular meeting

27

Moonsisters
100. Meetings
Roundtable Discussion
Group
101. Committee
meetings
102. Roundtable
discussions

103. Public forums

Sun, 8:1511:30 am
Fri or Sat, 79 pm

75-100

100-150

150-175

60

75

100

3rd Sat, 6-8
pm
Around Sep
21st, 6-8 pm
Around Dec
21, 7-9 pm
Around May
1, [9 am – 1
pm]
Sat in Sep,
6-9 pm

25

50

75

50

75

100

100

125

150

100

150

200

Sanctuary, RE Building, and
outside

20

30

50

RE Building and outside

10

20

20

RE Building classroom

-

-

-

-

30-55

50-75

70-100

Library
Summer - Sanctuary

60

-

-

Sanctuary

Fri, 7pm

Sun, 10:3011:30 am
Summer 910 am
-

Sanctuary and outdoor worship
space
Sanctuary

Great Room, RE Building outside
patio area
Great Room, RE Building outside
patio area
Sanctuary
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Work / Study Groups
EqUUal Inclusion
104. Planning meetings

105. Workshops
106. Meeting space for
community groups

Used to be 2x
per month but
now is irregular
2 per year
Weekly or
monthly

-

1st, 3rd Mon,
6:30 pm

9

9

9

1st Mon, Library
3rd Mon, private home

2
-

Varies
?

20
0

25
0

30
20-30

Lobby
Two adjacent rooms: one for
clients, one for caregivers

“Contract” Groups
Bridge
107. Social gatherings

28

Meditation Group
(KDAMPA)
108. Meditation &
worship
Meditation Group
(SANGHA)
109. Meditation
NAMI Connection Support
Group
110. Support meetings
NAMI Family-to-Family
Classes
111. Classes
Navigators

3x a month

3

1st, 3rd, 5th
Thurs, 1-4
pm

16

24

28

Lobby (we will only grow in
proportion to church growth)

2x a month

24

1st, 3rd Sat,
10-11:30 am

15-20

-

-

RE Great Room

Weekly

52

Tue, 6:458:15 pm

6

15

20

RE Great Room

Weekly

52

Mon, 7-9:30
pm

6

10

10

RE Building, red classroom

2x a year,
Spring & Fall

12

Thur, 7-9:30
pm

9

12

15
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2x a month

24

1st Sat, 4 pm
3rd Wed, 5
pm

25

40

50

RE Building and church grounds

Peace Village Camp
113. 1 week day camp

Annual

1

3rd week Jul
(typically),
all day

40-50

50-60

75

Entire campus and all buildings

Tai Chi (morning)
114. Meditation

Weekly

104

Tue & Thur,
10-11:15 am

11

10

9

RE Great Room

Tai Chi (afternoon)
115. Meditation

Weekly

104

Tue & Thur,
5:45-6:30
pm

6

?

?

RE Great Room

UU Bee Quilters
116. Social gatherings

Weekly

12

Wednesday
10 am – 4
pm

12

15

18

Lobby, Kitchenette, storage room
next to Gallery

112. Meetings

29
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Raw Data

Shared Space Conflicts
Conflict Frequency

Never

1-5 times a
year

More than 5
times a year

Don’t know

Paid staff
Minister
Office Manager
Sexton
Music Director
Religious Education Director

X
No response to this question
No response to this question
Music Director’s comments are included in “Choir & Music Team”
further down in this table
X

Governance
Board of Trustees
Council

X
X

Committees
Adult Enrichment (AE, education
for adults)
Caring
Committee on Ministry (COM)
Communications Outreach
(COMMO)
Facilities
Fellowship and Hospitality
Audio Visual (subgroup of
Facilities)
Information Technology
(subgroup of Facilities
Church Aesthetics (subgroup of
Facilities)
Finance
Stewardship (subgroup of
Finance)
Gallery
Leadership Development
Long-Range Planning (LRP)
Membership
Religious Education (RE, for youth
and children)

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
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Raw Data

Shared Space Conflicts
Conflict Frequency

Never

1-5 times a
year

Social Action (SAC)
Sunday Services
Welcoming Congregation

More than 5
times a year

X
X
X

Fundraising
Auction
Chocoholic Frolic

X
X

Fellowship
Choir & Music Team
CUUPS
Roundtable Discussion Group
Moonsisters

X
X
X
X

Work / Study Groups
EqUUal Inclusion

X

“Contract” Groups
Bridge
Meditation Group (KDAMPA)
Meditation Group (SANGHA)
NAMI Connection Support Group
NAMI Family-to-Family Classes
Navigators
Peace Village Camp
Tai Chi (morning)
Tai Chi (afternoon)
UU Bee Quilters

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
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Conflicting Activities
Paid staff
Minister

Here, I’m assuming that the term “space conflicts” encompasses
overcrowding as well as groups competing for the same space.


Sanctuary: It’s important to note that, if the Sanctuary is more than
65%-70% full for a Sunday service, newcomers will likely be deterred
from returning, sensing at some level that there is no room for them
at the church. Thus a Sanctuary that current members may
experience as part-empty may actually seem crowded to new
people.

It’s also worth noting that Memorial Services in the Sanctuary often
attract overflow crowds, with ushers rushing to set up chairs.
 R.E. Great Room: UUCLC lacks a multi-purpose, social gathering
space large enough for congregation-wide events and performances.
The R.E. Great Room, as the largest such space available, doesn’t
meet the needs of the current congregation, let alone an expanded
one.

Office Manager
Sexton
Music Director

Also, there is direct conflict on Sunday mornings between the needs
of the R.E. program and the needs of congregants wishing to socialize
between services. From time to time, I’ve received complaints from
the DRE and R.E. teachers about the Children’s Chapel services not
being respected by the adults – the adults continue their
conversations, ignoring the fact that the children are holding a
worship service in that space.
 Library: Since new lighting was installed, this works reasonably well
as a meeting room or an adult classroom (though it would be nice to
have more ergonomically friendly chairs!). But it’s my impression
that the Roundtable is Standing Room Only on Sunday mornings –
thus being potentially discouraging to newcomers.
 Competition for Meeting Space: In general, good, usable,
comfortable meeting space for adults is at a premium in the church.
The Library is the best space for meetings and adult classes, but
unfortunately it’s also pass-through space for people going to the
offices in the building, making confidential meetings problematic.
 It’s my impression that space conflicts occur more than five times a
year, most notably with regard to Membership classes, and with
Grounds Cleanup days when a meditation group is meeting.
 N/a
 N/a
Music Director is included in “Choir & Music Team” further down in this
table
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Conflicting Activities
Religious Education Director

 Meditation group
 Fellowship (Sunday coffee & conversation
 Special events (sales in game room, workshops, luncheons)

Governance
Board of Trustees

Council

 [Sunday Services Committee Meeting]
 Possible conflicts with Sanctuary use for meetings if a memorial
service is suddenly scheduled but for most meetings, the board tends
to be the bumper, not the bumpee
 No conflicts

Committees
Adult Enrichment (AE, education
for adults)
Caring
Committee on Ministry (COM)

Communications Outreach
(COMMO)
Facilities
Audio Visual
Information Technology
Church Aesthetics
Fellowship and Hospitality

Finance
Stewardship
Gallery

 Other “more important” activities [committee, board, council]
 Don’t know
 We typically meet in the Library. Occasionally, other events are
going on in there, or people are working proximal to the Library
(associated offices) that impact our privacy
 We have not had any conflicts so far, perhaps because our meetings
are on Mondays when the office/church is closed.
 Tai Chi
 N/a
 N/a
 N/a
 Children’s chapel
 Seder luncheon
 Easter luncheon
 Thanksgiving feast
 Congregational meeting luncheons
 Social Action open committee meeting luncheons
 Chocoholic Frolic
 At one time, we met in the Library but came into conflict with Adult
Enrichment classes
 None
 Annual auction uses Gallery space, the Gallery committee has
worked with the auction committee to coordinate the combined use
of Gallery space during the auction period
 We have been scheduling exhibits that only use wall space during
the month of the auction, so that the rest of the space is available
for the auction
 Once there was a conflict with an event in the Lobby during an
opening as a result of poor communication
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Conflicting Activities
Leadership Development

Long-Range Planning (LRP)
Membership

Religious Education (RE, for youth
and children)

Social Action (SAC)

Sunday Services
Welcoming Congregation

 [Membership Committee has standing reservation for the Library]
 We don’t always get our preferred room (the Library), but we always
get a room
 Don’t know at this time
 SAC meetings conflict with various Membership events
 Communications Outreach (COMMO) meetings have conflicted with
our committee meetings (in the past)
 Adult Enrichment conflicts with committee meetings
 Tai Chi has conflicted with Elderberries (until we changed our even
day)
 Gallery openings conflict with greeter classes
 Sunday coffee preparations/social hour conflicts with children’s
chapel monthly
 NAMI (which has needs for quiet, confidential space) conflicts with
violin lessons
 Meetings, Tai Chi, events in the RE Building have conflict with
children’s programming because of noise
 Sunday Services Committee
 Membership Committee events
 [many other activities not named by the chair]
 Auction committee meetings
 We hardly ever have space conflicts, when we do, we are able to
work them out

Fundraising
Auction




Chocoholic Frolic






Meetings - conflict with Sunday Services Committee regular
meetings
Auction – we take great care to avoid conflicts when we schedule
the auction and since this is an extremely important church
fundraiser, other groups accommodate us
Tai Chi
UU Kids Playgroups
Navigators
Sunday coffee hour

Fellowship
Choir & Music Team





Congregants arriving for services during [musician warmups]
the Director of Music passes through meetings in the Library to use
the office copier
The choir passes through meetings in the Lobby before rehearsals
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Conflicting Activities
CUUPS

Moonsisters
Roundtable Discussion Group

 As long as scheduling is done [as long as other groups put their
activities in the calendar], we don’t have conflicts: we have only had
two
 Auction, sometimes others
 There is dedicated time and space for Roundtable Discussions
 Roundtable committee meetings compete with other committees
for time and space

Work / Study Groups
EqUUal Inclusion



N/a

“Contract” Groups
Bridge
Meditation Group (KDAMPA)

Meditation Group (SANGHA)









NAMI Connection Support Group



NAMI Family-to-Family Classes



Navigators




Peace Village Camp



Tai Chi (morning)





Tai Chi (afternoon)




The rare memorial service
Occasionally, Adult Enrichment classes
Occasionally the church has an emergency that requires the space
we’ve been using
Has only happened a couple of times since we’ve been meeting here
Don’t know all conflicts
We have moved our regular weekly sit from Sunday 4 pm to Tuesday
6:45 pm as of July 2015, and that will probably eliminate most or all
conflicts
We have moved from the RE Great Room to the Library when
conflicts have occurred
Not a “conflict” for space but the noise in hallway afterwards is a
problem
We have never been bumped from the space, probably because we
book the space well in advance.
Evening events that are scheduled for the RE Building (historicallycommunity night, adult enrichment classes, occasionally committee
meetings)
Standing Saturday morning conflict with a meditation group that
meets at the church
Peace Village Camp takes place 1 week per year. During that week,
we preempt essentially all activities at the church during the day and
some at night (if our setup is in their way)
Chocoholic Frolic [cooking & packaging] [1-2 weeks per year]
Peace Village Camp [1 week per year]
Community Night [a monthly event that currently is in abeyance but
likely to restart]
Chocoholic Frolic [1-2 weeks per year]
Peace Village Camp [1 week per year]
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Conflicting Activities
UU Bee Quilters

 Peace Village Camp (one or two Wednesdays), [but we do not
consider this a problem]
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Special Requirements
Paid staff
Minister



Sanctuary:
1. A Sanctuary wide enough to accommodate many worship arts –
e.g. music, drama, dance, children’s presentations. Current
space is very narrow and crowded at the front.
2. Space for Sunday Service preparation that includes (a) adequate
closet space for stoles, robes, altar cloths, etc., (b) a good fulllength mirror with sufficient space in front of it for it to be
usable, (c) a desk or table for the minister and service associates
to confer privately before the service, (d) space to lock purses
and wallets, and (e) if possible, a small rest room. (In other
words, the Sanctuary needs a Vestry!)
3. A comfortable “bride’s room” or parlor where wedding parties
can get dressed, or where families can sit quietly before a
memorial service.
4. A space to hang coats (yes!!)
5. Inconspicuous space where the audio-visual crew can do its
work unobtrusively.
6. A pulpit large enough to comfortably hold books, hymnals,
papers, Kleenex, water glasses, etc.
7. Space where extra chairs can be stored on easily movable
trolleys.



Minister’s Study: In addition to what is already there: A real desk,
and a lockable good quality filing cabinet (preferably lateral) not
shared with other users. Some closed storage cabinets and a small
coat/robe closet. A private rest room if not already included as part
of the Vestry room. An accessible entrance independent of the rest
of the administrative building (akin to the private entrance/egress in
a psychotherapist’s office). Also, although the Minister’s Study
should be set up for the minister to meet with individuals or small
groups, it should not be expected to double as a committee meeting
room.
Administrative Office space: Administrator’s Office should be separate
from the Receptionist’s desk. Confidential financial records should be
worked on and stored in a
 Office (either the Administrator’s Office or a Bookkeeper’s Office)
away from public traffic. There should be desk space for volunteers
to work.
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Special Requirements
It would also be helpful for staff offices to be contiguous, and not
separated by a public space (the Library), as is the current setup. A
staff restroom would be useful, too.


Office Manager
Sexton
Music Director
Religious Education Director

Adult Meeting Spaces: See comments above for Shared Space.

 Social Hall: See comments above about the R.E. Great Room. In
addition, a good, functional, commercial Kitchen with sanitizing
dishwashers, and in which many people can work together, is
essential.
  Designated facilities work space
 Tool storage space
Music Director is included in “Choir & Music Team” further down in this
table
 Child-height wash stations in classrooms
 Secure outdoor play space
 Shaded play areas
 Non-slip floors
 No competing [adult activities in children’s spaces]

Governance
Board of Trustees

Council

 Private meeting room! We want a real conference room with a real
conference table permanently set up
 Sound-proofing and privacy are important, perhaps not too far from
childcare
 Dry-erase board
 Coffee facilities
 Coat rack
 Nearby bathroom
 File storage
 Adequate outlets for lots of computers
 Hearing assisted equipment
 A/V equipment
 Internet access
 Good lighting
 HVAC with individual controls
 A room large enough for everyone to fit around the tables
comfortably
 A/V
 Tables
 Chairs
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Special Requirements
Committees
Adult Enrichment (AE, education
for adults)
Caring
Committee on Ministry (COM)
Communications Outreach
(COMMO)
Facilities

Audio Visual
Information Technology

Church Aesthetics
Fellowship and Hospitality

 Need quiet for classes
 None
 Just an efficient meeting space with adequate furniture, WiFi,
equipment to project information on a computer screen, etc.
 Nice, accessible meeting room
Grounds maintenance
 Lawn mower (currently supplemented with our own equipment)
 Pruning equipment
 Ladders
 Hoses
 Rakes
 Leaf blower
 Designated workshop with a workbench
 We require 30-40 minutes of preparation time for every activity we
work on
 Secure, locked storage for IT media: software disks, licenses, testing
devices, cables, etc.
 A small, secure server room with adequate ventilation and space for
3 servers (shelves will do), their associated cable connections, and a
router.
 Must have ample electrical outlets so that none of the equipment is
on extension cords. It is desirable to have at least two circuits
feeding this room.
 This equipment can share a secure space with telephone and
electrical panels provided it is properly ventilated, cooled, and not
near water pipes or sprinklers.
 Server rooms need space for both storage and also personnel who
may need to enter the space to work on the hardware and
connections.
 Storage space for wall hangings, quilts, vases, and sculptures when
they are not on display or in use
 Kitchen space with a three compartment sink
 Hand washing sink
 Prep sink,
 Commercial dishwasher
 Convection ovens
 Range top with at least six burners
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Special Requirements








Finance
Stewardship (subgroup of
Finance)
Gallery







Leadership Development

Long-Range Planning (LRP)

Membership

Religious Education (RE, for youth
and children)






















Commercial refrigerators and freezers
Counter space for food prep
Storage for: pots, pans, rolling carts, china glass, flatware, linen and
paper goods, tables, chairs.
66” round tables for seating
Smaller tables for Sunday coffee hour and/or Memorial Receptions
A sound system
Place to hang coats, etc.
Door close to driveway for loading in and out of food and
equipment.
A place to hang coats for the budget meeting
Private space while working on financial records
None
Hanging exhibits requires ladders, pedestals, hanging devices stored
in a shared storage area, which is inadequate for everything we need
requiring some of our larger items to be stored in spaces far from
the Gallery.
We use the small Kitchen in the Lobby to prepare food and drinks for
Gallery receptions, which can be challenging at times
Conference table [and chairs]
Internet service
White board
A/V equipment
Projector
Internet
Conference table and chairs
Good performance space in front of Sanctuary
A/V in Sanctuary
Handheld and body mics in Sanctuary
Network in Sanctuary and Lobby
Electrical outlets in Sanctuary and Lobby
A/V in Lobby (memorial services)
Child-sized bathrooms associated with infant and toddler rooms.
Two classrooms with bathrooms.
Storage in kids' bathrooms.
Secure storage for purses/bags/laptops, etc.
Permanent mounts/provisions for hanging children's artwork.
Permanent mounts for flip charts, etc.
**WiFi that works; instruction is often impacted by patchy WiFi.
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Special Requirements




Social Action (SAC)

Sunday Services

Child-sized drinking fountains associated with classrooms.
Multipurpose furniture for classrooms for younger children.
We need a well-furnished Kitchenette (approx.. size of current RE
Kitchen) for purposes of preparing children’s snacks on Sundays and
during other activities; i.e., sink, small stove, microwave,
refrigerator, storage, good counter space of varying levels, garbage
disposal)
 In terms of the RE Building, we also have a need for a distinct,
separate quiet space, as well as a dedicated infant room, dedicated
worship space and dedicated social space.
 Ideally, the RE Building would be more secure with only one
entrance/exit unalarmed when kids are in the building.
For monthly Committee meetings
 A large conference table seating 12-18 people in an area where
people will not be walking through the meeting to get to offices,
check mail, etc.
 Flat screen monitor for computer hook up [complete A/V]
For Open Meetings
 A large area with food service that can seat 60-120 people
 Sound System and large flat screen monitors for presentations.
 A place for coats, etc.
 Space to lay out brochures. A way to promote the Open Meetings
from a few weeks out right up until the day of the Open Meeting
 Dedicated storage area for brochures, items being collected [for
charitable donations], and supplies
 Space to do collections for food drives, coats/gloves/clothing
 Sanctuary wide enough for many worship arts
 Vestry space with large closet space, usable, good full length mirror,
desk/table for presenters to confer privately, secure space for purses
& wallets, & small rest room
 Cloak room for coats, strollers, & walkers
 Properly integrated A/V equipment
 Proper performance space for chalice, speakers, musicians, & choirs
 Proper lighting for all
 A parlor for wedding parties to dress & bereaved families prior to
memorial service
 Pulpit large enough to hold books, hymnals, papers, Kleenex, water,
glasses, etc.
 In addition to the above, Workshops require food prep, serving, &
clean up space & equipment
 Flip charts/ white board
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Special Requirements

Welcoming Congregation






All require proper air-flow
Comfortable temperatures
Space to store extra chairs on easily movable trolleys.
No special requirements







Food prep and service counters
Refrigerator
Space for bar service
We use the Sanctuary for the live auction and to display some items
The Lobby, the Library, and the Gallery are all used to display silent
auction items
We use the Great Room for food prep and dining before the auction.
The Lobby is also used as an intake gate for people arriving for the
auction as is the space between the RE Building and the ramp to the
Sanctuary.
Staging area for the live auction (podium, raised platform)
Special pots & pans
[Cooling] racks
Utensils
Boxes
Food items
3-compartment sink
Large floor mixer
Convection ovens
Hand-washing sink
Food prep sink

Fundraising
Auction




Chocoholic Frolic













Fellowship
Choir & Music Team

CUUPS
Moonsisters
Roundtable Discussion Groups







Piano
Electronic keyboard
Music stand
Space for an occasional guitar, cello, and other instruments
Room for choir [and their] hymnals, folders, personal items-purses,
hats, coats
 Adequate Sunday service prep space for choir to see the director, for
the director to conduct and see the accompanist
 Adequate lighting to read music without it shining in the choir’s eyes
 Storage space: 1 closet [secure]
 Locker 6’ x 8’ to store Maypole
 Roundtable has many of the same needs as the regular church service.
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Special Requirements
 Roundtable has outgrown its 50-person space in the Library
 A/V equipment
 Good acoustics and sound system; everyone must be able to speak
and be heard by everyone else in the room
 Sound system must work with wireless headsets and hearing aids
 Needs high-quality laptop compatible with multi-media equipment
 WiFi and Internet access
 Large screen TV usable from multi-media equipment, laptop, video
camera, etc.
 Sufficient electrical outlets located so that we don’t have to run
extension cords across the floor and under chairs
 Portable speaker’s lectern
 Space for a table in the back of the room for handouts and also
church literature

Work / Study Groups
EqUUal Inclusion

No special needs for our committee
 There are a whole host of special needs for many individual
congregants that we hope can be accommodated in future building.
Currently, retreat room for some people with autism or anxiety
disorder who become uncomfortable in settings with lots of people
(like Sunday morning services)
 Sofa or over-size chairs for obese members
 Better sound system throughout all buildings
 Automatic door openers
 Paved parking closer to sanctuary for folks with mobility problems

“Contract” Groups
Navigators



Meditation Group (KDAMPA)







Meditation Group (SANGHA)



NAMI Connection Support Group



Bridge

As requested by RE, we need adequate child-sized drinking
fountains, restrooms and classrooms
Adequate Kitchen[ette] for small meal preparation
Card tables
Chairs
Temperature controls that actually work
A quiet place to meditate with enough chairs and lighting to give
proper instruction to beginners
Most of our participants prefer to meditate sitting in a chair instead
of on the floor, and we have really appreciated the nice upholstered
chairs that have been available in the RE Great Room recently
Comfortable seating such as couches and chairs for a warm/inclusive
group discussion
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Special Requirements
NAMI Family-to-Family Classes

Peace Village Camp

Tai Chi (morning)

Tai Chi (afternoon)

UU Bee Quilters

 We need to be in space where we can maintain confidentiality; i.e., a
room that excludes casual intrusion or overheard conversation. It is
not much of a problem because our classes are generally held from 79:30 pm in the RE Great Room. Need good acoustics, comfortable
seating, tables, good, but gentle lighting, access to a Kitchenette for
snacks. Comfortable HVAC with accessible controls, good room
ventilation.
 Like most of the RE suggestions, Peace Village would benefit from an
RE Building with adequate child-centered facilities; i.e., child-sized
water fountains, additional restrooms, adequate classrooms, and an
adequate Kitchen
 Need to be inside due to allergies of some participants
 Body energy/heat is created by this activity, so adequate air flow with
ceiling fans that can be turned on as needed are very helpful to
control coolness plus a fairly high ceiling and of course adequate heat
in winter
 NO floor covering, such as carpet
 Uncluttered and adequate space for movement.
 R.E. Great Room is a good size, when there are not too many chairs
along the walls.
 Space (ceiling height0 to do form – especially the sword form
 Electricity
 Climate control
 Plenty of electrical outlets
 Good natural lighting (daylight [or] daylight-type bulbs]
 Close access to parking because of the equipment we bring
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Distance from Activities
Paid staff
Minister

Office Manager
Sexton
Music Director
Religious Education Director



Administrative and staff offices need a “buffer zone” that ensures the
confidentiality of conversations taking place within them.
 Outdoor activities on the grounds (e.g. grounds cleanups, R.E. activities)
should not be required to remain silent for the sake of meditation groups,
whether within the congregation or as outside renters. Meditation space
should be soundproofed or otherwise insulated from outside noise.
  Music Director is included in “Choir & Music Team” further down in this table
 Meetings in Great Room are not compatible with young children needing
quite space

Governance
Board of Trustees

Council

 Children’s activities
 Interruptions of any kind, especially when confidential matters are under
discussion
 Childcare should be further away from our meeting [Council always requires
childcare]

Committees
Adult Enrichment (AE, education
for adults)
Caring
Committee on Ministry (COM)

Communications Outreach
(COMMO)
Facilities
Audio Visual

 No loud activities near classes
 Infants shouldn’t be close by
 This meeting is confidential in nature and needs to be away from other
events. We currently meet in the Library and are sometimes impacted by the
attached offices. We should never meet within hearing of other groups
 Childcare activities



Information Technology



Church Aesthetics



Tai Chi group occasionally, but no other major issues
Since we are a functionary group that assists in the production of the other
activities of the church, the requirements are those of the other activities. I
would say, however, that any event for which we are providing audio should
not be near an event that requires quiet.
Computer and other communications equipment should not be near water,
excessive heat (including sunlight). Nor should it be near electrical motors or
any equipment that can generate electromagnetic interference. Nor should
sensitive equipment, such as assisted listening devices, be in proximity to
equipment that uses infrared signaling technology, unless such devices are
properly shielded.
N/a
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Distance from Activities
Fellowship and Hospitality
Finance
Stewardship
Gallery

Leadership Development
Long-Range Planning (LRP)
Membership

Religious Education (RE, for youth
and children)

Social Action (SAC)

Sunday Services

Welcoming Congregation



Sunday coffee hour should be able to take place [at the same time] as large
luncheons
 NAMI likes privacy
 None
 There might be meetings and gatherings in the Sanctuary at the same time
as our receptions in the Lobby/Gallery, but this does not usually cause any
problems. We welcome traffic to/from the Sanctuary as this increases the
likelihood of people visiting the Gallery. Also, we open the Gallery between
Sunday services and during special events in the Sanctuary, as appropriate.
 None [?]
 Excessive noise from outside sources such as traffic, passing outdoor
conversations, etc.
 Gallery openings
 Monthly meetings and We Are UU Classes should not be in proximity to
Childcare
 We need RE space that is free from constant interruptions on Sundays (these
interruptions include coffee hour, other meetings, through traffic, etc.)
 Sometimes NAMI, Tai Chi, Community Night, other meetings conflict with RE
events
 Need the ability for childcare to be distanced from meetings (such as
Council) to avoid noise issues
Monthly meetings – there are no activities that need to be far away
Open meetings –
 Childcare
 Sunday coffee hour
 Other committee meetings
Services
 Sanctuary needs good soundproofing to minimize exterior noise from the
street, loud talking in Lobby, and/or near Sanctuary
Meetings
 RE Committee meetings, open Social Action Committee meetings,
congregational meetings, and an EqUUal Inclusion workshop were conflicts
that limited our meeting attendance or forced us to cancel our meeting [due
to people serving on multiple committees or who wish to attend other
activities]
 No restrictions

Fundraising
Auction
Chocoholic Frolic





Children’s events
Childcare
Tai Chi
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Distance from Activities



Navigators
UU Kids Playgroup

Fellowship
Choir & Music Team





CUUPS



Moonsisters
Roundtable Discussion Group




EqUUal Inclusion



Sometimes arriving for rehearsal preparation pass through meetings in the
Lobby
Loud activities near rehearsal will not work nor will quiet activities that will
be disturbed by rehearsal
Interference comes from loud-talking people in the Lobby and outside the
Sanctuary
We have been the only ones there on Sat nights 6-8 pm, we are loud and as
long as we’re not double-booked with a group needing quiet, there has not
been a problem
Noise exterior to the meeting room must be minimal

Work / Study Groups
N/a

“Contract” Groups
Bridge
Navigators




Meditation Group (KDAMPA)







Meditation Group (SANGHA)
NAMI Connection Support Group
NAMI Family-to-Family Classes

Peace Village Camp




Tai Chi (morning)



Tai Chi (afternoon)



None
We are a noisy, all-ages group. We will typically impact ANY event trying to
share the RE Building with us, simply because of acoustics
Isolated from disturbances
Free from interruptions
We are most appreciative of a quiet atmosphere for our meditation group
Confidentiality is important, so a quiet, separate space is necessary
Any other groups and meetings should not be able to overhear our class
conversations. People should not enter the classroom unless they belong
there, for example, they should not pass through our space on their way to
another room.
Peace Village Camp dominates the RE Building for the entire week
Other aspects of the church’s business would be less impacted from Peace
Village if there were sufficient meeting spaces that were separate from the
RE Building
No present group activities. Our group meets during church office hours. [So]
the Kitchen connected to this space and the exterior door create
unanticipated disruptions. As a result we have placed a do not disturb sign on
the exterior door which occasionally is not read. Anticipated group activities
in another room would not create a problem. Several years ago tai chi met in
the Gallery. This was a perfect space at that time.
Tai Chi is a meditative [activity] and should not be near noisy activities, if
possible
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Distance from Activities
UU Bee Quilters

 Any group that needs quiet should NOT be next to our group
 Sometimes several sewing machines and much conversation is all going on at
once
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Storage Requirements
Paid staff
Minister

Office Manager
Sexton

Music Director
Religious Education Director

Sanctuary
 Service preparation storage that includes adequate closet space for stoles,
robes, altar cloths, etc.
 Cloak room
 Space where extra chairs can be stored easily on movable trolleys
Minister’s Office
 Secure, dedicated filing cabinet (lateral)
 Coat closet
 Storage cabinets
Administrative office space
 Secure, dedicated storage for confidential records
  Dedicated storage for work tools, supplies
 Dedicated space for a facilities work room, including a work bench
 Storage for large specialized tools
Music Director is included in “Choir & Music Team” further down in this table
 Shelves
 Organized closets
 Nursery equipment

Governance
Board of Trustees

Council











[Secure] filing cabinets
[Secure] electronics storage
Church-provided computer
Tables & chairs if they are not permanent fixtures of room
Shelving
Cupboard for pens, dry-erase stuff, flip charts, etc.
Tables
Chairs
A/V equipment

Committees
Adult Enrichment (AE, education
for adults)
Caring
Committee on Ministry (COM)
Communications Outreach
(COMMO)
Facilities

 Certain classes could have storage needs (e.g., crafts)
 Minimal – a few filing boxes
 [Dedicated, secure] file cabinet
 Filing cabinet



Need space for hazardous materials; i.e., paints, weed killer, etc.
Space to store yard waste prior to removal
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Storage Requirements

Audio Visual



Information Technology
Church Aesthetics




Fellowship and Hospitality






Finance


















Stewardship (subgroup of
Finance)
Gallery

Leadership Development
Long-Range Planning (LRP)

Membership









Religious Education (RE, for youth
and children)



More storage space for specialized tools: lawn mower, gasoline, chair saw,
etc.
We need space for portable audio equipment, wires, cameras, and any
portable displays
DEDICATED AND SECURE STORAGE
Storage space for wall hangings, quilts, vases, and sculptures when they are
not on display or in use
Folding tables (66” rounds, 30” rounds, 6’ long, 8’ long, 24”x36”)
Stacking chairs
Food prep carts
Pots, pans, utensils, china, glassware, flatware, food (dry, refrigerated,
frozen)
Flip charts
TV monitor and related equipment
Secure storage for financial records
Space for a file cabinet
Storage closet for printed [Stewardship] materials, supplies, etc.
The Gallery has a need for storing a great many items, including
Two 10’ ladders
Large cupboard
Display shelves and tables
Six 2’x2’ pedestals of varying heights
Glass cabinet for displays
Desk (which generally stays in the Gallery)
Boxes of archives-photos and paperwork
Variety of hanging equipment and tools
Easels, smaller wooden boxes for displaying 3-D art.
We also store supplies for opening receptions, such as paper plates, cups,
napkins, etc.
None [?]
Flip charts
Chairs
Tables (for equipment or displays)
Storage for reports and other materials
We need flexible, locking storage for Membership supplies and equipment
(some of which is large)
Storage for signs, t-shirts, new member jewelry and books, misc. records, and
more
Each room needs access to a dedicated closet space (not space used by the
entire church).
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Storage Requirements


Social Action (SAC)
Sunday Services





Welcoming Congregation





We need flexible, locking options to secure materials and belongings.
Closets should provide for storage of materials for each classroom as well as
storage of equipment that is less frequently used.
Dedicated storage [see special requirements]
Meetings and workshops require secure, dedicated file storage – space for
minutes, reports, reference materials, and historical data
Services require storage space for hymnals, decorations, chalice table
materials, batteries, choir adornments, choir music
Workspace for the Director of Music
Adequate name tag storage for a growing congregation
We would like something about the size of a closet to hold materials that we
use in the Pride celebration, such as banners, flags, tents, etc.

Fundraising
Auction

Chocoholic Frolic

HUGE!!
 For a typical auction, we fill up the large storage trailer behind the RE
Building. Trailer used for item intake, cataloging, and storage until the night
of the auction.
 We need a very large amount of secure storage (the trailer has been broken
into twice and items were stolen).
The storage area needs—
 Good lighting
 Temp control
 At least 3 long tables
 4 chairs
 Preferably with easy access to wherever the auction will be held. Need preand post-event storage for items like signs, wrist bands, labels, and other
auction-related things.
 Dedicated storage space for pots, pans, racks, utensils, boxes, food items,
large floor mixer, and convection ovens

Fellowship
Choir & Music Team







CUUPS




Office space for the Director of Music with a workstation, computer,
keyboard with MIDI interface, printer with ability to print sheet music
At least 3 filing cabinets
Shelves for hymnals, reference books, additional music, and rhythm
instruments
Cabinets for choir stoles and accessories
If we build a hand bell choir, [we would need] storage for hand bells, tables,
and accessories
We bring our own [worship items], but would like more storage space
We need a wall-sized screen for Power Point presentations
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Storage Requirements
Moonsisters
Roundtable Discussion Group

 We need A/V
  Secure storage space for expensive equipment and supplies such as batteries,
microphones, cables, easels, writing materials, flip charts, etc.
 Congregation-accessible storage for tables and chairs

Work / Study Groups
EqUUal Inclusion





Tables
Chairs
Flip chart stand for workshops (though we provide our own flip chart paper)

Bridge



Storage could become a problem as more groups use the storage room
behind the Lobby Kitchen
Storage for playing cards, scoring sheets, pencils, and other misc. bridge stuff
A small, dedicated closet or a portion of a closet for supplies
Amplifier
Speakers
Book box
Shrine
We appreciate the use of your chairs, and we have no other storage needs
We have 4 posters that need to be stored [between meetings]
We need SECURE storage for NAMI supplies; something on the order of a
medium sized closet with plenty of shelves and open floor space. Shelves are
to store class notebooks and other supplies. Floor space for signs with
concrete bases, easels and flip charts. NOTE: we could share storage space
with NAMI Connection
Dedicated storage for Peace Village Camp supplies would be a tremendous
resource, for instance, a dedicated closet for supplies and curricula, as well
as space for a file cabinet
CD player and CDs
One box – 15’ x 24’ for “supplies”
Space for: cutting mats, sewing supplies, iron, electrical extension cords,
magazines, ironing board

“Contract” Groups

Meditation Group (SANGHA)
NAMI Connection Support Group
NAMI Family-to-Family Classes











Peace Village Camp



Tai Chi (morning)
Tai Chi (afternoon)
UU Bee Quilters





Navigators
Meditation Group (KDAMPA)
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Shared Equipment
Paid staff
Minister
Office Manager
Sexton
Music Director
Religious Education Director



I’m rarely called upon to share equipment, so am happy to leave
answering this question to others
  Brooms, dustpans and mops
 Equipment that is shared with volunteers: rakes, brooms, clippers
Music Director is included in “Choir & Music Team” further down in this
table
 A/V equipment
 Tables [child-sized]
 Chairs [child-sized]
 Flip charts
 Tables for children’s chapel

Governance
Board of Trustees
Council

 Currently: tables, chairs, A/V equipment, flip charts, dry-erase boards,
pull-down screen
 Tables
 Chairs
 A/V equipment

Committees
Adult Enrichment (AE, education
for adults)

Caring
Committee on Ministry (COM)

Communications Outreach
(COMMO)
Facilities

Audio Visual (subgroup of
Facilities)
Information Technology
(subgroup of Facilities

 A/V equipment-about half the classes now need A/V and expect this
to increase
 Other classroom materials seem to “take care of themselves”
currently
 Need general classroom equipment
 Copier
 We could use a computer, if one were available
 We occasionally require flip charts
 Occasional access to a flat screen
 WiFi is always required
 WiFi





Ladders (sometimes borrowed from Gallery folk who don’t
necessarily want their ladders borrowed for general maintenance)
Pruning shears (currently borrowed from office staff)
All of our equipment is “shared,” though it is expected that it would
only be handled by someone trained in its use
IT, Communications, and Electrical equipment is shared campuswide.
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Shared Equipment
Church Aesthetics (subgroup of
Facilities)
Fellowship and Hospitality

Finance

Stewardship
Gallery

Leadership Development

Long-Range Planning (LRP)

Membership



None



Folding tables & chairs often are moved from the Lobby or Sanctuary
and/or Library to the RE Great Room
 A/V currently need to be brought into the area and then taken to
some other part of the campus when done.
[Finance left this blank, we included based on prev. answers and
knowledge of their work]
 Flip charts
 Calculator
 TV monitor and related equipment
 For meetings: tables & chairs
 A/V (computer, projector), flip charts, etc. a few times a year
 For meetings we need access to tables
 chairs
 Sometimes audio-visual equipment.
 When we meet in the Lobby or Gallery, we need access to chairs and
tables. Currently this is easy, as they are found in the shared storage
area near the Gallery.
 When we need audio-visual equipment, we make arrangements to
use the Library.
 For opening receptions we sometimes borrow serving dishes from
the R.E. Kitchen.
 White boards
 Folding table
 Chairs
 A/V equipment
 Projector
 Flip charts or white board
 Display easel
 Seating
 Tables
 Standard filing cabinet to store surveys and reports
 All of this equipment is shared by many programs and some of it must
be brought from home or other areas of the church. We need more
tables and chairs for all activities, A/V and network connections for
classes. For New Member Sundays, we need more space at front of
Sanctuary. In Lobby, we need more space for a welcome table that
seats 2-3 people plus display space for church brochures and other
materials. For Elderberries and other fellowship activities, we need
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Shared Equipment

Religious Education (RE, for youth
and children)

Social Action (SAC)

Sunday Services

Welcoming Congregation

more space for roomier seating, food prep and service. Membership
believes there should be ample storage for coats, wheelchairs,
hymnals, and assisted listening devices. There should be tasteful,
permanent display space for plaques and other recognitions; i.e.,
awards, gifts, memorials.
 RE needs a dedicated sound system in our worship space (currently
the RE Great Room, but ideally would be a large central room).
 NEED: large flat screen in main room and several classrooms.
 We need the ability to hang things from ceilings.
Need to consider higher ceilings [in classrooms] as ceiling fans can be a
safety issue.
 Tables
 Chairs
 A/V
Workshops
 Flip charts
 Coffee making and serving materials
 Some food service space (including for things like paper and plastic
items)
Outdoor services
 Everything for a service must be moved outdoors – keyboard, A/V
equipment, chalice table, podium, chairs, hymnals – and returned at
the end of the service
 Workshops and worship services require the use of the office copier
 We occasionally use chairs and tables
 An infrequent need for A/V, we frequently do roundtables that use
that equipment

Fundraising
Auction




Chocoholic Frolic





A/V equipment
Many tables (we pull as many long tables as the church has, other
than those used for the evening dining, and members of the work
group bring more from home)
We also use tables in the RE Great Room along with all of the green
plastic chairs in the Great Room
Tables
Chairs
Kitchen

Choir & Music Team




Copy machine
White boards



Fellowship
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Shared Equipment

CUUPS

Moonsisters
Roundtable Discussion Group























Sound recording equipment
A/V in Sanctuary, proposed rehearsal room
Portable A/V equipment for use in outdoor worship
Folding chairs and tables for outdoor worship
Keyboard used in outdoor worship
Hymnals used in outdoor worship
Chalice table for outdoor worship
Projector
Screen
Appropriate electrical access in a [large room] meeting space
Speakers that can be moved outside for rituals
Indoor speakers for indoor rituals
A/V equipment because we want to hook up music and amplify voices
Currently everything is shared
Chairs
Microphones
A/V
Large screen TV or projector and pull-down screen
Laptop and cables
Extension cords for hooking everything up

Work / Study Groups
EqUUal Inclusion

 Tables
 Chairs
Flip chart stand for workshops (though we provide our own flip chart
paper)

“Contract” Groups
Bridge
Navigators






Meditation Group (SANGHA)





NAMI Connection Support Group
NAMI Family-to-Family Classes




Meditation Group (KDAMPA)

Card tables
Folding chairs
Working WiFi
Access to A/V equipment easily shared between classrooms or
dedicated to individual classrooms
Chairs
Table for shrine
The only equipment we need is chairs and we have made use of the
ones available in the RE Great Room
None
We'd like to have access to a video screen of some sort and a DVD
player.
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Shared Equipment

Peace Village Camp

Tai Chi (morning)

Tai Chi (afternoon)

UU Bee Quilters

 We also need 6-8' tables and chairs. Class size is 9-12 people plus two
instructors and each person needs sufficient table space for a large
notebook and some writing materials.
 The instructors need a table for their books and writing tools and a
podium would be great but is not an absolute requirement.
 A RELIABLE Internet connection
 Easy access to electrical outlets.
 Kitchenette access.
 Working WiFi!
 A/V equipment that is easily shared between classrooms or
dedicated to classrooms
 Adequate classroom furniture for a variety of ages
 The shared church video equipment was removed. Since then, when
needed, a member of our group needs to bring their personal desktop
computer so that Ann Nall’s DVD of the Tai Chi forms can be viewed
by the whole group present
 No, but I often move chairs or tables left in the RE Great Room so that
we have space to move during the form
 Clear space 25x 25 feet [plus adequate ceiling height]
 Long white tables
 Folding chairs
 Kitchen [or Kitchenette] – we sometimes have pot luck lunches or
birthday celebrations with cake and ice cream
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Life would be perfect if our committee or group had meeting, activity or special
event space that could be used for …
Paid staff
Minister
Office Manager

Sexton
Music Director
Religious Education Director



The church had a dedicated Meditation Room. (See the website for
the Unitarian Church of Vancouver – www.vancouverunitarians.ca.)
 The grounds were developed for a Community Garden.
 Key pad locks throughout, which can be changed easily. [Improved]
security measures in ensuring proper locking of doors, buildings, etc.
 Better place for [contribution] drop off on Sundays – safe (?)
 Designated storage for committees
 A/V system
 Better archives [storage]
 Waiting area for visitors of church office
 Larger space for office itself
 Storage room [for office]
 Storage for all technology things
 Self-flushing toilets
 Kitchenette with place to make tea or coffee, a small refrigerator,
perhaps a small dishwasher (staff and visitor use)
 STORAGE
Music Director is included in “Choir & Music Team” further down in this
table
 Children’s dedicated worship space
 Shade structure for outdoor areas
 Breakout work/craft rooms
 Updated classroom bathrooms
 Garden spaces
 More electrical outlets
 Dedicated infant space / quiet space
 Updated technology in all classrooms
 Showers for conferences and sleep-overs
 Dedicated youth room with enhanced technology

Governance
Board of Trustees






A professional meeting room/conference room
Space for large congregational meetings, with room for a sign-in area
A Sanctuary with an improved aspect ratio
A meeting room with an improved aspect ratio that is appropriate for
both theater and classroom seating as well as meetings
 If we rent such a space to others, appropriate storage
 The Library is a bad meeting space; it is not private so it is inadequate
for confidential meetings, and proceedings are subject to constant
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Life would be perfect if our committee or group had meeting, activity or special
event space that could be used for …

Council

interruption. Besides, the Library belongs to the whole church, not
just a small group
 The Sanctuary is a bad place for meetings; the setup is wrong and
holding a meeting there right after worship service breaks the mood
 A meeting space that is permanent or semi-permanent with tables
that are always [set] up with chairs
 Permanent A/V equipment

Committees
Adult Enrichment (AE, education
for adults)

Caring
Committee on Ministry (COM)
Communications Outreach
(COMMO)
Facilities

Audio Visual

 More computer access
 Technology access
 Library good for 10 people in class, another space like the Library
would be great
 The existing space is fine for us as long as it is available when we want
it [Library]
 A comfortable conference room with full amenities and true privacy
from adjacent spaces
 A fully equipped, secure A/V room at back of Sanctuary









Information Technology





Safe, designated storage space
Another closet for tool and supply storage
More people for volunteers
WE NEED A SOUND BOOTH
It is incredibly difficult to balance the audio when we are in the front
and cannot hear how the audio is bouncing off the walls of the
Sanctuary
It is also difficult to not be distracting when one has to balance the
audio the entire time someone is using any part of the system
(podium, hand mic, electronic piano, monitors, etc.)
We also need better antennae stations for the handheld mics. The
fact that they are back in a corner has contributed to their poor
sound quality
The sound booth and storage areas should also be secured to
prevent equipment from walking off or being tampered with
Lack of control over Information Technology has created
unnecessary costs and downtime over the years (lost software
licenses, missing software disks, infrequent or no backups and
hardware failures).
The church is now large enough for at least one central file server
that can be shared by all staff and committees. A central server is
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Life would be perfect if our committee or group had meeting, activity or special
event space that could be used for …

Church Aesthetics

Fellowship and Hospitality

Finance

Stewardship (subgroup of
Finance)

Gallery

very desirable as it would facilitate software updates to all church
staff computers. The server should be connected to a dedicated
backup device or two servers could be mirrored. Alternatively, the
church could use "cloud services" to accomplish similar functions;
that will be up to the IT Committee to research and recommend to
the Board.
 Ideally, all IT, Communications and Electrical panels should be in
dedicated, secure and limited-access areas.
 If the church had a small pre-set meeting room seating 4-12 people
conference style
 Room or area that had existing lounge/living room style seating for
4-12 people
Existing events such as Sunday coffee and conversation, memorial
receptions as well as congregational dinners, wedding receptions
 Indoor space to seat up to 250 guests at round tables with flat
screen monitors on the wall as well as a sound system.
 Covered outdoor space for 100-150 standing or seated.
Other activities
 Space for other Programs, Special Events, Committees to display
materials, posters, brochures on a limited time basis for
members/friends to view.
 A way (such as an interactive monitor) to present information about
our Church, Committees, Programs, Special Events.
 Space for committees or other organizations to collect items such as
Perigrino's food collection, underwear for Undie Sunday, coats,
gloves, toys, etc. [for donation to other charitable organizations]
 A larger office [Office Manager’s area] or a separate office for another
computer, telephone, and new employee
 Space for big gatherings of the congregation (at least 200 people)
 Office space for a paid staff member to coordinate and support
Stewardship activities
 Meeting room that is comfortable, well lit, with a conference table
and user-friendly access to computing, web, projection capabilities,
etc.
 Ideally, the Gallery Committee would have a dedicated storage and
preparation area, 20'x 20' (twice the size of the current shared
storage area) which would hold all of the items listed in Question 7
and provide room for preparation for hanging art work. This is a big
priority for us, as some of the pedestals we need are stored in an out
of the way storage area and it is extremely hard to access much of
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Life would be perfect if our committee or group had meeting, activity or special
event space that could be used for …

Leadership Development

Long-Range Planning (LRP)

Membership

Religious Education (RE, for youth
and children)

our needed hanging devices and tools in the crowded shared storage
area next to the Gallery.
 Additionally, we would very much like to have a larger exhibition
space (twice the current space), allowing us to hang much larger
exhibits and still provide comfortable space for Gallery visitors to
enjoy the art work.
 Thirdly, we would like a larger area for receptions, with a larger
Kitchen and serving space, that does not need to be shared with
information for visitors, greeter's needs, etc.
 It would be nice if there were rooms dedicated to meetings so they
didn’t require extensive set up beforehand or break down
afterwards.
 A decent sized meeting room that is available when the committee
needs it and has ready access to electrical outlets, Internet, good
lighting, and good temperature control
 A filing cabinet that is dedicated to the committee’s use and not
shared or accessible by other groups
 Office space for 1 paid Membership Coordinator and 1 volunteer for
general office work
 Withdrawing room for parents that is comfortable and has play and
storage space PLUS A/V connections to the Sanctuary
 We would conduct monthly social gatherings for the congregation if
there were acceptable space: i.e., capacity for 200 people with
access to food prep and serving space and commercial Kitchen
equipment – stove, dishwasher(s), multiple sinks, plus a staging area
for speakers, singers, etc.
 Potential to have regular coffee house with entertainment; this area
would need complete A/V setups, excellent acoustics, ample
electrical outlets, and sufficient storage for Kitchen equipment,
dining equipment and linens, and space to store tables that seat at
least 8-10 people each, and chairs.
 In the Lobby: a small bookstore
 In the Lobby: permanent space to seat 2-3 people at a welcome
table and to display church brochures and other materials either on
tables or nicely designed wall racks close by
RE dreamed big!
 Indoor play space (rumpus room or room for ping pong, pool table,
etc.)
 Covered basketball court
 Soccer field
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Life would be perfect if our committee or group had meeting, activity or special
event space that could be used for …



Social Action (SAC)







Sunday Services








Welcoming Congregation





Auction



Chocoholic Frolic





Indoor basketball court
Enlarged outdoor play area with shade cover and appropriate
ground cover (to address the issues of “stickers,” etc.)
Music room (with musical instruments that are appropriate for kids)
Space for a luncheon and meeting for 40-125 people that did not
conflict with Sunday coffee hour, childcare, RE classes
Space to host more meetings and workshops
Showers for use by overnight guests for “Sanctuary” situations
A couple of bedrooms with Kitchenette and full bathroom for
overnight guests such as in a “Sanctuary” situation
A Sanctuary large enough for a single service!
Space for a dedicated meditation room
Sanctuary space for an A/V booth in rear of Sanctuary
Storage for worship resources
Sanctuary with proper air flow & comfortable temperature controls
A ramped elevated space adequate for the choir with modesty rail,
musicians in various configurations, and multigenerational choir with
proper attention to acoustics for speaking, choral, piano and other
instrumental and vocal music
Good lighting for the performers that doesn't shine in their eyes
Adequate performance space for a hand bell choir.
Adult education classes are part of the Welcoming Congregation
certification. Occasionally we meet with outside groups from the
community, but that is on an infrequent ad hoc basis.

Fundraising
Our dream is to have secure storage and workspace combined that
is at least as large as the large trailer behind the RE Building. If we
had a fellowship hall with a stage and room to seat up to 150 people
we could have auction dinners but we'd still need display space for
the silent auction items. Displays can take an estimated 15-20 6' to
8' tables.
See special requirements
More space for food prep for this event
A door close to the parking lot or driveway for loading in and out
food items, equipment, completed product

Fellowship
Choir & Music Team

 (Choir rehearsal) space with whiteboards
 A sound system for recordings
 A practice piano to rehearse soloists and small groups
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Life would be perfect if our committee or group had meeting, activity or special
event space that could be used for …

CUUPS

Moonsisters
Roundtable Discussion Group
EqUUal Inclusion

 Storage for purses, coats, hymnals, etc.
 Sanctuary: Acoustics suitable for the spoken word and music with an
adequate sound system
 A ramped, elevated space for choir with comfortable, spacious
seating (situated so they could see and hear one another, see the
conductor, and the congregation),
 Space for the conductor, grand piano and/or small group of musicians
- including hand bell choir, string groups, small bands, etc., a multigenerational choir
 Office space for the director of Music.
 We need space to expand our broom closet of a music Library
 A/V/Lighting control booth in the back of Sanctuary (behind the
congregants).
 Space to add additional soundproofing to reduce noise from loud
talking in the Lobby and outside the Sanctuary.
 Adequate ventilation
 Controllable heating and cooling that work in a balanced way.
 Full Kitchen
 Eating space with tables and chairs that are permanently in place
 Indoor meeting room with movable chairs, indirect lighting, projector,
screen, ample electricity, altar
 Outdoor circular space on level ground with lighting we can control,
electricity, water, shaded seating (everything needs to be enclosed by
fencing for child safety
  Work / Study Groups
 For our committee, life is already good.
 For individual congregants, however, much needs to be done (see
Special Requirements). Our facilities do not meet ADA standards in
terms of door openers, gender-neutral restrooms in all buildings,
hearing assistance in all buildings, door openings wide enough for
wheelchairs (such as into the Minister's Office), room in the Kitchen
to accommodate people using wheelchairs, scooters or walkers, etc.
 Another idea for the future is to be able to provide space for
community groups such as people with dementia socializing
together while their caregivers share their concerns and discoveries
with each other or having a space for people in the deaf community
to gather (and their caregivers, if appropriate).
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Life would be perfect if our committee or group had meeting, activity or special
event space that could be used for …


Other support groups would also be welcome as is currently being
done through NAMI and its peer-counseling group.

“Contract” Groups
Bridge



Navigators





Meditation Group (KDAMPA)
Meditation Group (SANGHA)





NAMI Connection Support Group



NAMI Family-to-Family Classes




Peace Village Camp





Tai Chi (morning)
Tai Chi (afternoon)

Our space [Lobby] is adequate and will remain so regardless of
future construction
It would be terrific if some of the outdoor spaces of the church (aka
the cactus patch) were cleaned up to not be so hazardous to the
children
The areas that are more hospitable are situated too close to busy
streets to do much with a large group of children
If shaded outdoor areas were available, this group would constantly
take advantage of them
If we had more space for meditation
In addition to our weekly sit at the UUCLC, we have a monthly
meditation retreat day with a teacher held on a Sunday at the Holy
Cross retreat center. We used to do this at UUCLC, but conflicts with
other activities were often an issue. If space permitted, it would be
wonderful to bring that back to UUCLC
Sound proofing would greatly increase our flexibility with sharing
spaces
If there were a more useful Kitchen, we might hold our end-of-session
class dinners on-site instead of elsewhere.
The acoustics in the Great Room are difficult, so having a room with
good acoustics would be great.
Private and sound-proof room not on the flight path to other rooms.
Peace Camp is a “contract” event for UUCLC. It does not have to take
place at the church, however, it has always received huge support
from the church [NOTE: Peace Village was a dream of two church
members who subsequently developed the entire project and
eventually drew in other faith communities. The program does not
belong to the church, but the church has a vested interest in the
program both financially and religiously.]
If we could have dedicated storage space at UUCLC, it would be a
tremendous asset

 The RE Great Room [or something of a similar size] works very well for
Tai Chi – thank you for asking!
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Life would be perfect if our committee or group had meeting, activity or special
event space that could be used for …
UU Bee Quilters

 [UU Bee Quilters would love to hold at the church their} monthly
meetings (70-100 attendees), quilting classes (20-30 attendees) and
tables for them (10-12 tables). Projection capabilities (screen,
monitor, etc.), design board (could be folding pieces [equaling] 70” x
70”, storage chest all for us (more than one drawer), plus electrical
capacity to handle several irons (during a quilting class)
 L Pearson was told that the Las Cruces Quilt Guild would expect to pay
rental for capacity to accommodate 70-100 people for monthly
meetings and 20-30 people for classes.
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MNK Architects Additional Question
MNK asked us to pose this question to our committees and groups. Unfortunately, the questionnaire had
already been printed and disseminated so we sent the question out to all as many of the groups as we could.
Responses are from individuals, not the group as a whole.

Do you consider the church inviting?
Paid staff
Minister
Office Manager
Sexton
Music Director

Religious Education Director




 Yes, given some limitations, the sanctuary, lobby and other areas
of the campus are inviting. It could be more so, and more
accessible, but with the improvements of last year it is better.
 -

Governance
Board of Trustees
Council




Committees
Adult Enrichment (AE, education for
adults)
Caring

Committee on Ministry (COM)
Communications Outreach (COMMO)
Facilities (including IT and Audio Visual)
Fellowship and Hospitality
Finance

Stewardship


 I find it more inviting than not. The size is not intimidating (not
mega-church-ish), the neighborhood is not chi-chi, which I like,
the scale of the building is welcoming. It is somewhat confusing,
when encountering the church for the first time, to know exactly
where to enter. But too many signs might be unwelcoming. I find
the rainbow flag welcoming.


 Safe [secure] storage space
 Designated storage space

 Lobby is ok,
 Yes, I find it inviting on a Sunday morning. I come to the west
parking lot [actually, the South lot] and see the green grass and
trees and people walking the sidewalks to get to the RE building
or to the Sanctuary.
Our group does not feel the church is inviting
 Lacks curb appeal
 Has poor or non-existent signage
 Non-descript entrances to Sanctuary
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Do you consider the church inviting?

Gallery
Leadership Development

 Haphazard segmented layout -- Sanctuary building, Library,
offices, RE Building
 It lacks a comfortable and visually appealing, multi-use
fellowship hall
 The RE Great Room is serviceable but not large enough for the
congregation and has poor acoustics
 Like everyone else, we would like to see a large, modern, easy to
use Kitchen!
 Yes, the church is inviting as we reach out to the community
through our talks and exhibitions.
 No. I find the southeast corner of the property desolate and
unappealing
 Absolutely no. While the “Solano strip” has seen much
improvement over the last few years, it really has no beauty to
it. Also the piece of “dirt” on the south side (before the grass)
just looks like it’s been ignored for years. Lastly, the Tombaugh
window is art, and yet do people even know it exists? That
should be a draw if only to see the window!
 I'm not able to express my reason very coherently, but my
sense is the problem is the layout of the church in relation to
the street. It seems to me that from the street, the prevailing
sense is of parking lot and unfinished landscaping. I think if you
get closer, the labyrinth is somewhat off-putting - not my idea
of calm meditation, but more a weed-infested mess. I do think
lush, mature (which clearly will take some time) landscaping
would help.
 I agree with all of you...no for sure. The landscaping and
buildings just don't draw one's attention and convey an
invitation to come in and learn more about the UUCLC.
 Absolutely no. While the 'Solano strip' has seen much
improvement over the last few years, it really has no beauty to
it. Also the piece of 'dirt' on the South side (before the grass)
just looks like it's been ignored for years. Lastly, the Tombaugh
window is art, and yet do people even know it exists? That
should be a draw if only to see the window!
 I agree Cathy. The grounds need better landscaping, the lawn is
scraggly, and the parking lot is all you see. The building from
the street looks small, old and low.
 I would say 'no'. Our grounds are in serious need of attention. I
would like to see the Solano strip finished with weed barrier
and gravel. Patrick tells me it will take $9K to do this.
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Do you consider the church inviting?
Long-Range Planning (LRP)
Membership

Religious Education (RE, for youth and
children)

Social Action (SAC)

Sunday Services

Welcoming Congregation


 Yes. I think the church itself is inviting and friendly except for the
Great Room in the Sunday school area.
 No. The campus as a whole is uninviting and chopped up. The
buildings and their purpose and entrances are confusing. There
are inviting elements but they are few and scattered. Everything
seems cramped, like there's not enough room for visitors or
children. Everything seems make-do and patched together,
almost an afterthought.
 No. The church has an east-coast, old Christian church feel that is
not representative of the southwest and the outside of the
buildings, and much of the insides, lack aesthetic appeal.
 No. It was not easy to find the meeting places. They are spread
out and not in a logical path. We had difficulty finding places
when we first attended. The children’s class rooms should not be
connected to the kitchen and fellowship room.
 Yes, I find the church very inviting. It is a good architectural
design that blends comfortably into the surrounding
neighborhood. It is constructed of “brick and mortar,” not steel
and glass! Its visual appeal suggests a warm, friendly middle class
environment, not a megachurch impersonal one. The
landscaping being done will add significantly to its eye appeal. A
marquee in a low-key design with attractive signage would be a
welcoming addition also.
 No. I do not feel the church is inviting. I feel that the lack of
signage, business hours, and a clearly delineated “front door”
make it confusing and slightly unwelcoming. It impacts our
professional presentation.
 Yes, I find the church inviting especially because of the gallery
and the sanctuary – windows being the only permanent thing
though. Altar decorations, Zia Sun Hanging are movable.
 No. The campus is chopped up, the buildings don’t form a
cohesive grouping (don’t look like they belong to one another),
handicapped parking is available but it’s very difficult for
differently abled people to get to the buildings and entrance into
the buildings is quite challenging.


Fundraising
Auction
Chocoholic Frolic


 Yes
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Do you consider the church inviting?
Fellowship
Choir
Community Night
CUUPS
Moonsisters
Roundtable





 Yes, our location on Solano, our vegetation up front, the
Tombaugh window, the shade trees, the meditation garden, and
available parking are all welcoming to me. I can think of
improvements, but that was not asked for.

EqUUal Inclusion

 As a White person, I find the church very inviting. I see myself
reflected in other people, in the colors and messages, and in the
music. As an able-bodied person, I find the church very inviting.
Everything is in my reach and easy to access. Get the message?


Work / Study Groups

Church Aesthetics

“Contract” Groups
Kids Play Groups
Navigators
Bridge
Meditation Group (KDAMPA)

Meditation Group (SANGHA)
NAMI Connection Support Group
NAMI Family-to-Family Classes

UU Bee Quilters
Tai Chi (morning)





 The people we’ve interacted with have all been very inviting and
the space we use is always clean and well lit and provides for a
good meditation venue.


 It’s very dark when people arrive in the Fall – low voltage lighting
would make it more inviting and safe (stumbles, trips, etc.)
 Great Room is not inviting, seems clinical or sterile, which is not
inviting for people going through emotional crises.

 No. The front door of the church is hidden, the sanctuary is too
small and crowded, choir is jammed up front and sound is not
good, the RE Great Room is plain – without décor – doesn’t
function well as a place for meals or group meetings, sound in RE
Great Room is poor, RE classrooms are poorly kept as is the
hallway, the Library is not a good meeting room nor large
enough for the Roundtable, the Office is too small and the access
is poor. RE office should be near the classrooms not opening
onto the Library. Overall our buildings and spaces do not
welcome people. There is no “style” that pulls the building
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Do you consider the church inviting?

Tai Chi (afternoon)

Peace Village Camp

together or gives any indication of who, or what, we are. The
only inviting area is the Gallery (where we did Tai Chi during
Peace Camp), and the grass and trees between buildings.
 No. Location of Sanctuary and Office is confusing. Meetings can
take place in various locations and trying to locate that place can
be confusing. This is not welcoming to visitors. I see it as
frustrating.
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Appendix B
Universe of Committees and Groups

2015 Committee & Group Stakeholders
Master Site Plan
Work Group
Contact

Committees and Groups

Program Contact

Paid staff
1
2
3
4
5

Minister
Office manager
Sexton
Music Director
Director of Religious Education

Tom Dormody

Sue Redfern-Campbell
Marion Gonzalez
Carlos Reyes
Catherine Massey
Susan Freudenthal

Governance
6

Board of Trustees

Sally Atkinson

7

Council (while the Council is comprised of
committee members, it has its own unique
space requirements)

Lyn Pearson

Cassie Calway

Committees
8

Adult Enrichment

Rod Sauter

Warren DeBoer

9

Caring

Susan Wells

Joy Goldbaum &
Claire Shawhan

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Committee on Ministry
Communications Outreach
Facilities - including IT and Audio/Visual
Audio Visual
Information Technology
Church Aesthetics
Fellowship and Hospitality
Finance
Stewardship (subgroup of Finance)
Gallery
Leadership Development

Susan Bagby
Rod Sauter
Rod Sauter
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Tom Dormody
Susan Bagby
Susan Bagby
Marie Sauter
Lyn Pearson

Renee Beltran
Micah Pearson
Bob Severance
Micah Pearson
Lyn Pearson
Patrick Igo
Patrick Igo
Shirley Davis
David Steele
Judy Liecht
Cathy Carver
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2015 Committee & Group Stakeholders
21
22
23
24
25
26

Long-Range Planning
Membership
Religious Education [committee]
Social Action
Sunday Services
Welcoming Congregation

Lyn Pearson
Susan Bagby
Susan Bagby
Susan Wells
Susan Bagby
Marie Sauter

Haney Pearson
Haney Pearson
Renee Beltran
Patrick Igo
Haney Pearson
Joel Brown

Fundraising
27 Auction
28 Chocoholic Frolic
29 Misc sales (truffles, Christmas, garage)

Lyn Pearson
-

Karen West
Patrick Igo
-

30 Choir
31 CUUPS

Rod Sauter
Susan Bagby

Catherine Massey
Cassie Calway

32 Roundtable

Susan Wells

Jim Basler, Jan
Thompson, Charlie
Welch

33 Moonsisters

Susan Wells

Susan Wells

Fellowship

Work/Study Groups
34 EqUUal Inclusion

Susan Wells

Jan Thompson

"Contract" Groups
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43

Bridge
Kids Play Group
Kids Play Group
Meditation Group (KDAMPA)
Meditation Group (SANGHA)
NAMI Connection Support
NAMI Family to Family class
Navigators
Peace Camp

Susan Bagby
Susan Wells
Susan Wells
Lyn Pearson
Lyn Pearson
Rod Sauter
Rod Sauter
Lyn Pearson
Lyn Pearson

Shawn Ostland
Paula Herrington
Micah Pearson
Lyn & Haney Pearson
Renee Beltran
Renee Beltran

44 Tai Chi Group (morning)

Lyn Pearson

Julie Woody

45 Tai Chi Group (afternoon)

Lyn Pearson

Ginny Herrick
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2015 Committee & Group Stakeholders
46 UU Bee Quilters

Lyn Pearson

Chris Ramsey

Currently Inactive Groups
47 UU Affairs
48 Community Night
49

Tom Dormody
Marie Sauter

NMSUU

Dick Bagby
Traci Conner

Inactive at this time and off-site when meets

50 Girl Scouts
51 PFLAG

Lyn Pearson

Rebecca Richins

They only meet onsite in emergencies; i.e.,
when usual meeting site is unavailable

52 Covenant Groups

NOTE: this table includes three groups that either were not surveyed or did not respond to the survey;
they are italicized. In the case of the Christmas/resale sales, their needs are met adequately by those
described in Auction; Kids Playgroup requirements are similar to those described by Religious Education
and Navigators.
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Appendix C
The Rev. Sue Redfern-Campbell’s
Master Site Plan Questionnaire Responses
Preliminary comment:
In addition to considering the needs of current members, friends, and staff, I hope this planning process will also
consider:
(a) The MISSION: In what ways does UUCLC’s current facility help the church carry out its mission? How does it
impede carrying out the mission? How could a new, expanded, or renovated physical plant better serve the
mission?
(b) The FUTURE CONGREGATION: Who/what does UUCLC want to become? Whom is it called to serve? And how
would a new, expanded, or renovated physical plant facilitate this?
(c) The COMMUNITY: UUCLC occupies a very visible, and I assume a very valuable, piece of land. Its tax-exempt
status, I believe, conveys special obligations: We exist not for ourselves alone, but for the
neighborhood/community/city/environment around us. How can the development of UUCLC’s property
enhance the neighborhood? The community? The city? The natural environment?
1. What is the name of your Committee or Group?
The Developmental Minister.
2. List all of the people in your committee or group who participated in answering this questionnaire.
I am answering this on my own, but (with a couple of exceptions) am trying to do so from a “balcony”
point of view. I’m also trying to see our facilities from the perspective of newcomers and visitors, not
just current members.
3. Shared Space: how often do space conflicts occur for your meetings, activities, and events?
Here, I’m assuming that the term “space conflicts” encompasses overcrowding as well as groups
competing for the same space.
Sanctuary: It’s important to note that, if the Sanctuary is more than 65%-70% full for a Sunday service,
newcomers will likely be deterred from returning, sensing at some level that there is no room for them
at the church. Thus a Sanctuary that current members may experience as part-empty may actually
seem crowded to new people.
It’s also worth noting that Memorial Services in the Sanctuary often attract overflow crowds, with
ushers rushing to set up chairs.
R.E. Great Room: UUCLC lacks a multi-purpose, social gathering space large enough for congregationwide events and performances. The R.E. Great Room, as the largest such space available, doesn’t meet
the needs of the current congregation, let alone an expanded one.
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Also, there is direct conflict on Sunday mornings between the needs of the R.E. program and the needs
of congregants wishing to socialize between services. From time to time, I’ve received complaints from
the DRE and R.E. teachers about the Children’s Chapel services not being respected by the adults – the
adults continue their conversations, ignoring the fact that the children are holding a worship service in
that space.
Library: Since new lighting was installed, this works reasonably well as a meeting room or an adult
classroom (though it would be nice to have more ergonomically friendly chairs!). But it’s my impression
that the Roundtable is Standing Room Only on Sunday mornings – thus being potentially discouraging to
newcomers.
Competition for Meeting Space: In general, good, usable, comfortable meeting space for adults is at a
premium in the church. The Library is the best space for meetings and adult classes, but unfortunately
it’s also pass-through space for people going to the offices in the building, making confidential meetings
problematic.
It’s my impression that space conflicts occur more than five times a year, most notably with regard to
Membership classes, and with Grounds Cleanup days when a meditation group is meeting.
4. If you know them, name the activities that are in conflict with your committee’s or group’s meetings, activities, or
events: See discussion in Question 3.
5. Are there special requirements for your meeting, activity, or event space?
Sanctuary:
1. A Sanctuary wide enough to accommodate many worship arts – e.g. music, drama, dance, children’s
presentations. Current space is very narrow and crowded at the front.
8. Space for Sunday Service preparation that includes (a) adequate closet space for stoles, robes, altar cloths, etc.,
(b) a good full-length mirror with sufficient space in front of it for it to be usable, (c) a desk or table for the
minister and service associates to confer privately before the service, (d) space to lock purses and wallets, and
(e) if possible, a small rest room. (In other words, the Sanctuary needs a Vestry!)
9. A comfortable “bride’s room” or parlor where wedding parties can get dressed, or where families can sit quietly
before a memorial service.
10. A space to hang coats (yes!!)
11. Inconspicuous space where the audio-visual crew can do its work unobtrusively.
12. A pulpit large enough to comfortably hold books, hymnals, papers, Kleenex, water glasses, etc.
13. Space where extra chairs can be stored on easily movable trolleys.
Minister’s Study: In addition to what is already there: A real desk, and a lockable good quality filing cabinet
(preferably lateral) not shared with other users. Some closed storage cabinets and a small coat/robe closet. A
private rest room if not already included as part of the Vestry room. An accessible entrance independent of the rest
of the administrative building (akin to the private entrance/egress in a psychotherapist’s office). Also, although the
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Minister’s Study should be set up for the minister to meet with individuals or small groups, it should not be expected
to double as a committee meeting room.
Administrative Office space: Administrator’s Office should be separate from the Receptionist’s desk. Confidential
financial records should be worked on and stored in a private office (either the Administrator’s Office or a
Bookkeeper’s Office) away from public traffic. There should be desk space for volunteers to work.
It would also be helpful for staff offices to be contiguous, and not separated by a public space (the Library), as is the
current setup. A staff restroom would be useful, too.
Adult Meeting Spaces: See comments above for question 3.
Social Hall: See comments above about the R.E. Great Room. In addition, a good, functional, commercial Kitchen
with sanitizing dishwashers, and in which many people can work together, is essential.
6. Are there one or more activities that are likely to occur at the same time but that should be far away from your
meetings, activity, or event?
Administrative and staff offices need a “buffer zone” that ensures the confidentiality of conversations taking place
within them.
Outdoor activities on the grounds (e.g. grounds cleanups, R.E. activities) should not be required to remain silent for
the sake of meditation groups, whether within the congregation or as outside renters. Meditation space should be
soundproofed or otherwise insulated from outside noise.
7. Storage requirements: I’ve tried to include these in my answers to question 5 (storage requirements.)
8. Shared equipment: I’m rarely called upon to share equipment, so am happy to leave answering this question to
others.
Complete this thought: Life would be perfect if…
The church had a dedicated Meditation Room. (See the website for the Unitarian Church of Vancouver –
www.vancouverunitarians.ca.)
The grounds were developed for a Community Garden.
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